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We fix it.
manage it.
collect it.
attack it.
recapture its
resolve it.
reconcile it.
automate it.
staff it.
You profit from it.
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When a critical situation needs to be resolved
quickly and profitably, call in Creditek. Our
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams can tackle any emergency, from collecting overdue receivables to
resolving disputes and recovering deductions.
No learning curve here. Our highly skilled
experts know your industry, so they're ready
to hit the ground running. We'll take full
responsibility for getting the job done — and
delivering optimal results.
Seasonal backlogs. Account reconciliations.
Promotion dilution. Transitional situations.
lust tell us what you want, and we'll attack
swiftly, using best practices, state -of- the -art
technology and Web- enabled systems.
Since 1982 we've generated hundreds of
millions of dollars in profits for over l 0 0 0
Fortune class and smaller companies. To
learn about all the ways you can profit, call
us today at 1 800 216 -4000, ext. 358•

Moving more profit to your bottom line.
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Let's see how your best stacks up.
Put your t op fi na n ci al execut i ve on a pedest a l! For the sixth consecutive year, AOC —
financial staffing and recruiting specialists — and the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA),
have joined forces to honor the outstanding performance and accomplishments
of financial executives. Up to 24 winners will receive:
• A beautiful crystal award engraved with their name
and presented at a special function held in their honor
• Significant national exposure via a major advertising
and PR campaign conducted by AOC
• An official, framed proclamation certificate from the IMA
• A complimentary two -year membership to the IMA
• A gourmet gift basket delivered to their place of business
To nom in a te a fi na n ci a l executi ve, go t o www.a oc n e t .com / fi n a n ci a l exec
or cal l 800-327 -1117, ext. 297. Don 't wa i t! Nom in a ti ons must be i n by November 30t h , 2001!
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They both took care of

Took care of their

families.
wlhy will one

his family with every

advantage,
while the other leaves

everything to chance?
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The difference is an estate plan that will leave
more of your assets where you want them to go.
Northwestern Mutual Financial Representatives
offer expert guidance in estate planning, as well
as a network of specialists to help get you closer to
all your financial goals.

Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK'

® 2001 The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Milwaukee, WI

www.nmfn.com
Circle No. 24
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BY M A R L E N E P I T U R R O

E- commerce requires CFOs to change focus from historical reviewer to active participant. From strategic pricing
to understanding the cost/benefit of each piece of IT to knowing how to hire good people, CFOs must lead in
defining business strategies. p

30DOESYOURERPSYSTEMMEASUREUP? BY

M ARIANN E BRADF ORD, C P A , AND

DOUG ROBE RT S , CPA

Based on this survey, most companies don't evaluate their enterprise resource planning systems after they're up
and running. But they should because, as with any other capital allocation project, business managers need to
know what the ROI actually was, based on metrics developed at the beginning of the project. p

35WARNING:USEOFEBITDAMAYBEDANGEROUSTOYOURCAREER BY

A L F R E D M . K I N G, C PA, C M A

On the financial radar is a new metric — earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. Could it
lead to disaster? p

38EUROCONVERSION:CHAOSFORNORTHAMERICANCOMPANIES?
BY SARWAR A. KAS HME RI
On January 1, 2002, 12 European countries will start doing business exclusively in euros. That
means North American companies engaging in international trade must have their software
systems up and running to pay taxes and invoices in euros or risk suffering business losses. 0
0
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For Information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA website, www.imanet.ore, or contact Harriet Moskowitz at (800) 638 -4427
or by e-mail at hmoskowitz @imanet.ore. To order quarterly quizzes, call Peggy Nubile at (800) 638 -4427, or e-mail her at orders @imanet.or¢.
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An application service provider may be a good
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You don't have to be a fortune -teller to spy the
"next big thing" on the horizon. lust remember the
old supply- and - demand equation: If there is
enough demand for it, someone will develop it. 0
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Please note:
When used as
prescribed
these
products can
reduce fat.
Reduce fat in your company's costs, that is.
No matter what size your business is, Visa offers flexible
solutions to help give you complete financial control. Just
choose the program that works best for you.
Use Visa-,° Corporate for travel and entertainment,
Visa Purchasing for streamlining your purchasing process
or Visa Fleet for managing your fleet expenses. Or, use
Visa Commercial to combine any of these payment types for
a single, integrated solution. Plus, since Visa is accepted at
over 20 million locations worldwide, your employees can use
it just about anywhere.
For more information, contact your financial institution
and start shedding that unwanted fat right away.
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A Global Certification I

Perspectives

by Bob Bell, CMA, CPA

We are hearing a great deal about the global certification that is being
proposed by the AICPA.
The idea of a certification that crosses global boundaries and covers the
competencies of accounting, business law, business planning, corporate
finance, human resources, information technology, marketing, sales, and
operations is obviously attractive to the IMA member
These are the hallmarks of IMA practices. As we plan for
who is interested in certification.
the future, our solid IMA foundation will more than
The average IMA member works in a job that requires
support our efforts. Let each of us look to the future
him /her to have many, if not all, of the competencies
with excitement and confidence because the future is
previously mentioned. The Certified Manageours to create.
ment Accountant (CMA) and Certified in
The IMA embraces many members with
Financial Management (CFM) programs are
interests other than accounting, including
broad based and test many of these areas.
the areas of finance and information techCMAs and CFMs are not restricted by any
nology management. Many members have
boundaries or professions.
grown within their companies and have
In a related matter, the IMA code of
broad responsibilities. Accounting is one of
professional ethics is a model for internationthe tools in our toolbox along with many
al ethical practices. As IMA members, we
others.
must take pride in our leadership within
The AICPA has a current vision. The IMA
BOB BELL
these areas.
has had a similar vision for the past 20 years.
A certification called Certified Management Advocate
The global community needs the skills of the current viwould clearly explain the role of the average IMA memsion. The AICPA and the IMA have a responsibility to
ber. This certification would require some changes from
find ways to accomplish this vision.
our current CMA, but the differences would be small.
As we share our knowledge and experiences, we can
This CMA could become an international standard that
become a catalyst to move our global community toward
would entice other professionals to join with us.
consistency and high ethical practices. ■
Global business expansion is the basis for an ethics
standard that is clear, fair, and accepted today.
Bob Bell can be contacted by e-mail at
Fellowship, competence, certification, and ethics.
bob@gri-Ijinshine.com.
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

A Closer Look at Resumes
It's understood that a resume is meant to point out a job applicant's strengths and
downplay any weaknesses. While it would be helpful to have all the facts up front,
you're not likely to see bulleted statements such as "not always a team player" or
"needs to enhance people skills." These are things you'll have to try and discover
during the interview process.
Although it can be difficult to determine from a resume whether a candidate is a good fit for the job, there
are techniques that can help you make better decisions
about whom to call for interviews. What's essential is that
your screening process is consistent and thorough.

Start with a system
Make sure you clarify the job requirements of the position for
which you're hiring. Determine
which qualifications and attributes are essential for high performance and which are less critical, but desired, skills. For
example, you may prefer applicants who possess an MBA, but
someone with equivalent work
experience may be just as qualified. If you set standards that are
too rigid, you might overlook
talented candidates.
By carefully defining your needs, you'll also be able to
apply the same criteria to all resumes. With clear standards in mind, you can quickly identify those applicants
best suited for the job.
8
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Neatness counts
While you might not critique the layout or overall look of an
accounting professional's resume the same way you would
one submitted by someone applying for a job as a graphic
designer, it's important not to discount these elements altogether. A
resume with a messy appearance
could indicate a lack of professionalism or attention to detail.
Take note of any typos or misspellings. One of the qualities you
want in any accounting candidate
is accuracy. In a survey by our
company, 76% of executives said
they wouldn't hire a candidate
with even one or two typographical errors in his or her resume.

Pay attention to
resume styles
Most resumes are organized in either a chronological or functional
format. Those arranged chronologically have the most recent work experience listed first, followed by previous
jobs. Functional resumes are organized based on skills
and expertise.

f

SEND ME QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS
WHO CAN DO PAYROLL, BOOKKEEPING

COLLECTIONS AND BILLING.

Circle No. 1

With chronological resumes, look
carefully at the length of employment
in jobs listed and gaps in work history. If there are unexplained breaks, be
sure to ask about them during the interview process. There is most likely a
reasonable explanation, such as time
off to raise a family, but look for signs
that the applicant may be deliberately
hiding something.
When assessing functional resumes, pay attention to what may be
missing from the document. The
most common "red flags" are vague
job descriptions or a failure to list
actual positions held. Often a functional resume is used when a candidate doesn't have a stable work history or significant experience.

Read ev er y th in g
Be sure to review all of the informa-

tion supplied by the applicant. Start
with the cover letter. This document
can give you a good idea of the individual's communication skills and
may also provide insight into his or
her short- and long -term goals.
When reviewing the resume, don't
overlook the section on outside interests, if one is given. When this area
has more detail than the work history
portion, it's a good indication that the
candidate may place greater priority
on personal hobbies than his career.
You want employees with active interests, but if you sense these activities
may interfere with their commitment
to the job, express your concerns.

D o n ' t b e misled
Pay attention to vague wording such
as "familiar with" and "participated
in." Ambiguous language is often used

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP P rov ides The Flexibi li ty, P ower
and P r es ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tam e Your Toughest Projects
Pro - formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

399
standard $
$599
P/us
Modula $899
Pendock Mallorn ltd.
245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

www. pendock. com
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— The Bottom Line

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

S c h e d u l
Overhead
Overhead Analysis

I

Changes In
Financial Position

(800)567-4500
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The financial

Income
Cost of

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit

to disguise a lack of extensive experience or knowledge in a particular
area. Does the candidate really understand all of the features of Quick Books, or did she just use the software
a couple of times at a previous job?
When the applicant was involved with
a project team at his company, did he
simply attend meetings, or did he
have specific responsibilities?

Co n s i d e r p h o n e
in t e r v i e w s
Even after devoting much time to
evaluating resumes, you may still be
uncertain which candidates to invite
for in- person interviews. An effective
solution is to conduct five- or 10minute screening calls. This will help
you narrow the pool of applicants
before scheduling more time intensive formal interviews.
Learning how to assess resumers
effectively is critical to a successful
hiring process. By reading these documents thoroughly and paying close
attention to the warning signs of potential problems, you can help ensure that you select the best accounting candidates for interviews. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and
CEO of Robert Half International
Inc. (RHI), parent company of
Robert Half', Accountemps ®, and
RHI Management Resources ®. RHI
is the world's first and largest specialized staffing firm placing accounting and finance professionals
on a full -time, temporary, and project basis. Messmer's most recent
books are Managing Your Career
For Dummies® (Hungry Minds,
Inc.), Job Hunting For Dummies®,
2nd Edition (Hungry Minds, Inc.),
Human Resources Kit For Dummies® (Hungry Minds, Inc.), and
The Fast Forward MBA in Hiring
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).
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We're seeking to confirm or update information you
gave us in the past, find out how you prefer us to contact you, and
learn more about your professional interests and activities.
Our purpose?
To help us create programs and services tailored to your needs.
And, to help us send you the kind of news and
information you want —in the way you want to receive it.
We need to hear from you, today.

Bob Gunn, Editor

Best Practices

A Leader's Path
A LEADER'S PATH BECOMES A SPIRITUAL
awakening as he or she looks more and more deeply into
the nature of life and acts from an ever higher level of
consciousness. It's a journey that all leaders take, relying
on their own inner wisdom to find answers to the most
urgent questions.
The energy that flows from the spiritual understanding
of life is what gives leaders courage, decisiveness, inventiveness, calmness, confidence, curiosi
ty, perceptivity, receptivity, and loyalty. It is a source of power that transcends position, privilege, or
persuasiveness. But its existence
must be taken on faith in the sense
of knowing truth without being
able to prove it.
Every religion, philosophy, and
sage has pointed to three principles
and encouraged people to seek the
truth in these principles for themselves. The first of these states that
there's a unifying force or energy
that exists in the nature of everything. The second says that this universal power also lies within each of us. The third, that
we've all been given the ability to consciously experience
this universal power.
Spirituality can no more be taught than leadership can
because neither lends itself to intellectual or conceptual
understanding. We "know" our own spirituality in the
same way that we "see" when we have acted as a leader.
It's that jolt of recognition that often comes after the fact,
and we're left marveling at its beauty and wondering
where on earth it came from.

So here's the question: Why should you look to the
spiritual to deepen your own capacity to lead? Another
way of phrasing it is: What exactly does raising your consciousness about the meaning of life have to do with you
succeeding in life?
In a word: Everything.
Imagine, for a moment, working for a leader who is
kind, compassionate, calm, confident, trustworthy, and
,ontaneous. Someone who assumes that
)eople try their best in light of how they see
things. Someone who believes that people's
actions are performed with good intentions. Someone who doesn't become
frightened or upset when things go poorly or when others are anxious. Someone
who is willing to change direction when it
becomes obvious that there's a better way.
Someone who has your best interests at
heart and would never deliberately cause
harm to other people. Someone who can
see outcomes clearly even when the path
to accomplish them is obscured.
Perhaps you have been lucky enough to
work for someone like this. And certainly,
isn't this the kind of leader you would aspire to be? Before you say that today's competitive world, driven by financial markets, would not value a leader who is able to
show love, consider the alternative: Is a leader who works
by fear and intimidation able to bring out the best in
people?
What if you don't buy the conventional wisdom that
leaders must be tough and hard -nosed to inspire top performance? Maybe you're asking yourself the question,
"How do I travel the path less traveled, where I can act in
Se p t em b e r 2 0 0 1
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concert with my spiritual being instead of being at war with it ?"
Well, the most direct path comes
from learning how to conquer your
own mind; in other words, from
learning how to control your thinking instead of always being controlled by it.
We think. That's what humans do
every waking minute of every day.
We even think when we dream. We
experience these thoughts as feelings —they become real to us via our
senses. For example, if we're thinking worried thoughts, we grow anxious. If we think fearful thoughts, we
become angry. If we are consumed
by busy thoughts, we feel pressured.
Our lives are created from our
thoughts.
But there's a deeper question that
is well worth reflection: Are you the
creator of your thoughts, or are your
thoughts creating you? The first step

in conquering your mind is to realize that you are able to step back
from your own thinking and chose
whether or not to pay attention to
any specific thought.
This single bit of self - knowledge
dissipates the fog. The moment you
glimpse this awareness, you begin to
see how life works. It becomes clear
that you're not a victim of circumstance, of what others say or do, or
of what has gone on before.
Anyone who aspires to lead must
come to terms with controlling his
or her innate power to think. Leaders can't afford to let their thinking
get the better of them; otherwise,
chaos results. For most people, it is a
step -by -step process that asks them
to reflect on their feelings (that is the
easiest way to notice your thoughts)
and then, using their conscious
willpower, to choose which thoughts
to act on and which to reject.

This is not about analyzing your
thinking —or, for that matter, judging it, comparing it, evaluating it,
fearing it, getting angry at it, or despairing over it. After all, in the end,
who cares what thought you're having or where it came from?
Once you begin to "see" your
thinking, you may notice that you
have certain thoughts that recur habitually and that some of your
thoughts are more deeply ingrained
than others. For me, when I was
younger, it was a habit of "needing
to be right." I not only thought my
answer was better than everyone
else's but also expected everyone else
to see things my way. Talk about arrogant— yikes! But as I got better at
seeing my thinking process, I began
to notice this habit and recognize its
unproductive consequences. One of
the biggest was how much it stifled
creativity at Gunn Partners. It's not

<

Good rap songs

Fingers on
one hand

Population
of Belgium

LESS

that people weren't creative, it was
that I wouldn't tolerate creativity
that ran counter to my own. Any
fool can see that this is not a good
thing for a consulting firm that depends on good ideas.
But more than that, I was being
very unfair to others in the firm.
This is where spirituality comes into
play. My thought habit, expressed as
part of my leadership style, was
thwarting people from easily expressing their own creativity at
work. It was a mean, not a loving,
thing to do. When I was in "this
mood," people knew I would "jump
down their throat" if they disagreed
with me.
As I began to gain mastery over
my thinking process, I also noticed
that when I was looking to see the
positive in situations — seeing the
fact that we're all in this together,
appreciating other people's creativi-

ty, noticing the warmth I felt toward
them, or wanting to do my best to
live up to their talents —my mind
became quiet and confident.
In other words, once I twigged to
the fact that thought is a universal
human condition from which we
create our own reality, it became truly possible for me to see the energy
that unites all life, and my purpose
changed from serving my own ends
to serving others.
When I first saw that I was the
thinker, I reveled in my own happiness and lightheartedness for a good
six months. I simply could not believe my good fortune at having
found this spiritual truth. It was so
liberating to know that events, circumstances, or other people did not
control my course. In this way I became master of my destiny.
Later, I began to see that the spiritual connections —the joy I began to

feel —made any other financial or
recognition rewards, including happiness, look like meager fare indeed.
If you aspire to lead, let me ask
you a question: What would it be
worth to you not only to work with
a sense of tranquility and joy but also to achieve your ends in ways that
liberate your own human spirit and
foster a feeling that inspires others to
do the same?
Believe me, your organization will
achieve tangible performance measures and outcomes with easy grace,
and you'll have found your soul.
What's not to like? ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity of staff
functions. You can call him at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
robert.gunn@exult.net.
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Mexico's Border and Management's
Decision Making Part 2
LAST MONTH WE DESCRIBED THE PROCESS
of exporting products into Mexico by land and discussed
Mexican custom brokers and their association with the
freight forwarders on the U.S. side of the border. We continue with a description of drayage and the potential tax
liabilities that could increase the costs of exporting to
Mexico.
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The absolute advantage afforded Mexican brokers
gives them access to another business activity located in the United States,
one that requires the U.S.
freight forwarder to hire
business. It is the drayage
industry. Drayage operators are generally small
trucking firms that simply
shuttle, transfer, or ferry
goods across a border
from one country to another, as in the case of the U.S. Mexico scenario. The U.S. Code of Federal Regulations
limits commercial Mexican traffic to an officially designated commercial zone just within the U.S. border.' Mexico
limits U.S. truckers to the border frontier zone of Mexico.
Because cargo traveling to Mexico is restricted to delivery
in the commercial zones along the U.S. border, it is under
the control of the Mexican broker. To increase their share
of the profit pie, Mexican brokers can form their own
STRATEGIC FIN AN CE
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drayage firms and /or develop partnerships with others. If
either the broker or freight forwarder owns a drayage
company, it will be given first shot at crossing the cargo.
Mexican influence over the U.S. drayage motor carriers is
thus established. In effect, the drayage firm is at the mercy
of the freight forwarder, who is at the merry of the Mexican Customs broker, who
often controls both.
Any decision to export
goods by land into Mexico
needs to factor in the additional costs of dealing with
the Mexican customs brokers. But managers need to
be aware of another potential problem that may arise
in the future. We have examined the U.S.-Mexican
Income Tax Convention,
NAFTA, and the U.S. tax
code and concluded that
there is a tax liability exposure to the Mexican customs brokers and the drayage drivers. Currently, these individuals are not paying taxes on
their earnings in the U.S—a violation of the U.S. tax code.
If the Mexican customs brokers were made to pay the taxes
associated with this U.S. source income, this could cause an
increase in the costs to export into Mexico, assuming they
shin the tax burden to their customers.
We estimate that the income tax potential is between
$50 and $53 million for the approximately 400 Mexican
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customs brokers doing business at
the Port of Laredo, Texas, alone.
This port accounts for roughly 40%
of the trade crossing the U.S. Mexico border. In addition to the
income tax liability, there could also
be an additional $8 million owed for
social security taxes. This indicates
lost revenue to the U.S. Treasury of
$150 million from the activities
along the entire U.S. - Mexico border.
Because of the amount of income
each drayage driver earns, combined
with the offset from the standard deduction and dependency exemptions
they're entitled to because their work
makes them resident aliens for tax
purposes, the income tax liability
from the drayage drivers is probably
very little. The potential problem
here is their eligibility for social security coverage. The problem isn't
that they're entitled to benefits,

which they should be if they paid into the system, but the problem is the
administration of benefits. This not
only includes the collection of the
proper amount of tax on their wages
but also verifying who earned the
benefits and the delivery of those
benefits. The question of other employment taxes would also need to
be addressed. Since we examined the
situation at the Port of Laredo, state
income taxes aren't an issue, but this
isn't the case for activity conducted
across the border from Arizona, California, and New Mexico. These are
additional costs that could be passed
on to the customer if they were enforced.

"Labor Mobility Under NAFTA:
U.S. Tax Implications," in the July
31, 2000, issue of Tax Notes International, pp. 489 -516. The authors
also have an article, "Are Mexican
Customs Brokers Personally Liable
for U.S. Federal Income Tax," in the
January 22, 2001, issue of Tax Notes
International, pp. 419 -426, which
examines the potential tax impact
on the Mexican Customs brokers. ■
Mitch McGhee, Ph.D., is associate
professor of accounting at the
University of Tennessee at Martin in
Martin, Tenn. He may be reached by
phone at (731) 587 -7976, fax at
(731) 587 -7241, or by e-mail at
mmcghee@utm.edu

Further Reading
For a complete examination of the
tax consequences on the drayage
operations, please see our article,

James R. Giermanski, D.A., is professor and director of International
Business Studies at Belmont Abbey
College, in Belmont, N.C. He may
be reached by phone at (704)
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825 -6218 or by e-mail at
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giermanski @bac.edu.
i Commercial Zones, which are defined in 49
CFR, Ch X, para. 1048.1 to 1048.102, are ter-
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determined by the most recent U.S. census, as
in the case of Laredo, Texas. These border
zones were intended to exempt foreign and
U.S. commercial foreign carriers from certain
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)
rules and to limit both Canadian and Mexican
carriers from operating in the territory of the
United States. On August 30, 1984, President
Reagan, in accordance with 49 USC 10530 (i)
and (2), exempted Canadian carriers from be-
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ing limited to these zones. Although the ICC
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their location such as Albany, N.Y., or Tacoma, Wash., or by population, where the size is
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DDYOUHAVEAPRDFESSIDNAL
DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM?

THE INDEPENDENCE STANDARDS BOARD (ISB), THE PRIVATE-SECTOR STANDARDS-

In a recent poll of

setting body governing the independence of auditors from their public company clients,
ceased its operations July 31, 2001. It had been created in 1997 through an agreement
between the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) and the American Institute of
CPAs (AICPA) to initiate research, develop standards, and engage in public analysis and
debate of auditor independence issues.
During its tenure, the ISB addressed many controversial issues regarding auditors and
their independence. It helped improve communications between audit committees and
auditors regarding auditor
independence issues and
••• auditor
helped clarify the impact on
auditor independence of
Pulenlaking would not have
certain financial investments
been possible Without the
and of professionals leaving
foundation laid by the ISB.
an accounting firm to work
for one of the firm's audit
clients. The SEC says that much of the ISB's work was incorporated into the SEC's new
auditor independence rules adopted last November.
Acting SEC Chairman Laura S. Unger said, "The Commission's auditor independence
rulemaking would not have been possible without the foundation laid by the ISB. Major
parts of our rules can be traced to the ISB's standards and public discussions of the
issues." Given the accomplishment of that work and other successful efforts, the SEC,
AICPA, and ISB decided the Board had fulfilled its mission and should dissolve.
Although the website is still operating at www.cl2aindel2endence.org for information
purposes, anyone who has a question regarding the application of auditor independence
rules to specific facts and situations should contact the Office of the Chief Accountant of
the SEC at (202) 942 -4400 or OCA @sec.gov.

1,400 CFOs, 94% said
that businesses should
invest in ongoing professional develop ment for their employees, but more
than half (57 %) said
their company
doesn't have a formal
training program
Here's what they
consider the most
effective form of grofessional education
for their employees:
`r Professional development seminars,
tic Computer -based
training,
>f
In -house classroom style training,
A Tuition reimburse ment, and
A Mentoring

IFAC Wants Comments on the Role of an International
Auditing Committee
A special task force of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has issued a
report that contains recommendations for improving the membership, organization, and
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 2 3
procedures of the International Auditing Practices Committee

programs.
The survey was
developed by Robert
Half International Inc.
(www.rN.com) and
conducted by an
independent research
firm.
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Independence Standards Board
Dissolves Kathy Williams, Editor
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A MAJORITY OF AMERICANS CONSIDER THE IMPACT A COMPANY HAS ON SOCIETY WHEN

[ETHICS]

INPUT
QUALITY OF WORK AND LIFE
RegardingGarySiegel'sarticle, "Quali-

Corporate Power Must Be Balanced With
Good Citizenship Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

tyof LifeinManagement Accounting,"
LAST YEAR'S WARNING TO BUSINESS TOOK MANY FORMS OF THE CRY THAT BIG

beenamazedatthosepeoplewhoare

business had TOO MUCH POWER! A new survey this year shows the public's attitude
seems to have matured somewhat. Now individuals are calling for better use of the
power that corporations seem destined to have in a global society.
Last year, a Business Week/Harris Poll of U.S. adults found that 7 2 % to 82% of Americans (depending on the survey date) either strongly agreed or somewhat agreed with
the statement, "Business has gained too much power over too many aspects of American life.' Only 4% felt that companies had "excellent" ethical business practices, and
33% thought they were "pretty good." On a more specific question, only 4% thought
business was "excellent" in being straightforward and honest in dealings with customers and employees. Twenty percent thought business was "pretty good" in this area.
Americans soundly rejected a total focus on profits. Ninety-five percent of the
respondents thought U.S. corporations should have more than one purpose. Companies owe something to their workers and the communities in which they operate and
should sometimes sacrifice some profit for
the sake of making things better for their
workers and communities.
The recent survey, titled "Corporate Citizen Watch," was conducted by public relations firm Hill and Knowlton through Harris
Interactive (www.hillandknowlton.com /citi
watc LV2. It revealed that the public continues to give companies low marks in citizenship. Adding even greater importance to
corporate citizenship, the survey showed a
'
majority of Americans consider the impact a
company has on society when making investment and purchasing decisions.
The study found that 7 9 % of Americans
take corporate citizenship into account when
deciding whether to buy a particular company's product, with 36% considering it an important factor. The survey also found that
71% consider corporate citizenship in their investment decisions, with 12% saying they
would buy the stock of socially responsible companies even if it meant accepting lower
financial returns.
As to perceived corporate performance, however, the survey results mirrored those of
the previous year. Less than 2% identify U.S. companies as "excellent" corporate citizens,
while only slightly more than a quarter rate companies as "above average.' On the other
hand, the survey found that a slight majority of Americans (53 %) believe U.S. compac o n t i n u ed o n page 22
nies do a "below average" job of performing as good citizens.

apparently married to their job. It is
important to do good work and to be
accuratewith your production, but
many peoplemiss thefact that it is
also important to enjoy fife outsideof
work. Iam 35yearsoldandhavebeen
workingasanaccountantsince1988.
1 fully realizethat I will be working for
another 30 years or so. I also realize
that I haveawifeandtwo small
children.
Therehavebeentimes(suchasa
new financial reporting system)
whereI have worked latehours, but I
never makeit a habit. I also have
workedalongsidepeoplewhostay
late to "be seen" staying late. At one
timein my career, I thought I was on
the fast track to the top at ITT by
workinguntil 10p.m. somenights,
workingthe4thof July, Labor Day,
etc. Wheredid it get me? I was laid
off onJanuary 30, 1992. It got mea
freerideto theHackensack, N.1.,
Department of Unemploymentthe
next day.
NowI get toworkabout 7:45 a.m.
andleaveat 5p.m., unlesstheboss
asks mefor a special favor. It is
important for meto do quality work,
but it is also important for me to
Z
0

m
J
Q
H

s
0
0

spend timewith mychildren, hit the
gym, helpcleanthehouse, andso
forth. Right now I work for a person
for whom I wouldrunthrough abrick
wall. But I hestarted expecting one
weekendafter another, I would not
, , n[ i a u ed o n p ag e 2 3
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MAKING INVESTMENT AND PURCHASING DECISIONS
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Outlook for Business Tax
Credits I Stephen Barlas, Editor
SAGGING FEDERAL REVENUES DUE

that's being pushed by the

to the debilitated economy make it

Alliance of the Automobile

unlikely that Congress will pass

Manufacturers. It would

much of a business tax credit bill to

provide a tax credit of up to

go with the individual tax credit leg-

$3,000 per buyer of a

islation that already passed. Symp-

hybrid vehicle, which uses a

tomatic of that uphill climb is the

battery and a small internal

difficulty that a tax credit for alter-

combustion engine. Honda

native fuel vehicles faces. Given the

(the Insight) and Toyota

new emphasis on energy conserva-

(Prius) are already selling

tion, one would think that kind of
tax credit —and it goes to the con-

such vehicles. But when he

sumer, not the manufacturer, of

Finance Committee on July 11, Jay

supported that credit, as does Presi-

appeared before the Senate

course —would be a political

Hakes, administrator of the Energy

dent Bush), said the credit's overall

"gimme." Not so. Senator Orrin

Information Administration under

impact on the consumption of gaso-

Hatch (R. -Utah) has a bill (S. 760)

President Clinton (who, by the way,

line would

c o n t i n ue d o n nex t page

Best Websites
helpful to know how search engines work in their

* EVA LANG AND JAN TUDOR BEGIN THEIR BOOK
with a surprising statistic. According to NEC Research

attempt to sort through blizzards of information pack-

Institute, "Twenty -five new Web pages are added to

ets that swirl in the Net's upper atmosphere. Best Web -

the Internet every second." There are, literally, billions

sites for Financial Professionals narrows its focus on

of pages available to browsers online.

sites useful to accountants and financial

That's half the problem. The other half has

analysts, but it begins with an explanation

to do with who's doing the looking. The

of the different kinds of search tools and

authors quote a recent Outsell survey that

how they work. Boolean logic, URL (Uniform

states, "Sixty -six percent of Web researchers

Resource Locator) searches, wildcard search-

have no search training." Because an over-

ing, and how rankings of returns are done

whelming majority of these users (96 %)

are all covered in an introduction.

"consider themselves 'skilled' or 'very adept'
at finding information," we have what
appears to be a new variation of an old
problem--an Internet information gap.
An obvious place to start looking for a solution is

The book is organized by categories.
There are 10 chapters, which include the following topics: Searching the Internet; Economic Research; Industry Research; Public Company
Analysis; Private Company Analysis; Salary, Execu-

with an understanding of how information is orga-

tive Compensation, Surveys; Mergers and Acquisi-

nized or disorganized on the Web. Also, it would be

tions; Intellectual Prop-

c o n t i n ue d o n page 23
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[GO WT]

Because of the public's expectation gap between desired and perceived corporate citizenship, companies need to be alert to any disconnect between the activities they
engage in to demonstrate their good
citizenship and the corporate mis-

be "modest.' That kind of "damning
with faint praise" doesn't help the
political prospects of the Hatch bill.

sion and core values. Otherwise, an
attempt to be a good citizen is likely
to be viewed by much of the public
as self - serving and having a hidden
profit motive.
Companies should also be alert to
dangers inherent in telling their
story. Duplicity is a deadly offense in
the Internet world. A forked tongue
is the ultimate liability in an era
where everyone knows everything.
Another sin is secrecy. Transparency
is next to godliness in an online
world where the demands for information are insatiable.
Performance is critical. Management that fails to recognize the magnitude of reputation loss is shortsighted. Failure to install adequate
controls and safeguards against this
risk is irresponsible. The media is full
of stories of minor difficulties involving employees and other stakeholders
that have backfired and resulted in a
major adverse impact on corporate
reputation and market capitalization.
The best insurance against the risk
of loss of reputation is an effective
ethics /compliance system that is
based on the organization's core values and not legal conformity. Have
you done an audit of the effectiveness of your organization's ethics
system recently? ■
Curtis C. Verschoor is the Ledger &
Quill Research Professor, School of
Accountancy, DePaul University,
Chicago, Ill. His email address is
cverscho @condor.dgpaul.edu.
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Talent Shortage Deepens
at SEC
Richard Walker, the SEC enforcement
chief who has been riding herd over
260 corporate financial fraud cases,
has decided to turn in his lasso. He
will leave the agency after 10 years in
various jobs there. Walker's departure
leaves a big hole for Harvey Pitt, President Bush's nominee for chairman,
who still hasn't had a confirmation
hearing in the Senate Banking Committee, much less had his nomination
approved by the Senate, as required.
Walker's departure accentuates the
vacuum at the top of the SEC, which
has only two of its requisite five commissioners. Commissioner Paul Carey
died this spring.

Loan Loss Allowance
Guidance from SEC
The SEC continues be concerned
about the lack of adequate documentation procedures when financial
institutions do detailed reviews of
loan portfolios and determine
amounts of allowances and provisions for loan losses. That is the short
background to Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 102,"Loan Loss
Allowance Methodology and Documentation Issues," issued by the SEC
on July 6, 2001.The longer background extends to 1986,though,
when the Commission issued Financial Reporting Release (FRR) No. 28.
There the SEC said that it would
expect to see "that the books and
records of registrants engaged in
lending activities include documentation of (a) systematic methodology
to be employed each period in deter-

mining the amount of loan losses to
be reported, and (b) rationale supporting each period's determination
that the amounts reported were adequate." Since the issuance of FRR No.
28,the Commission's staff has continued to observe some cases of
insufficient documentation of
allowances for loan losses. In the
ordinary course of its reviews of filings, the staff occasionally observes a
lack of discipline in the establishment
of allowances for loan losses and situations in which companies may have
weaknesses in their documentation
related to loan loss allowances, both
for individually impaired loans and
loans that are impaired on a pool
basis. SAB No. 102 ison the Web at
www,sec.govlinterps /account/
sab 102.htm.

Bush Faces Dilemma on
Foreign Sales Corporation
The World Trade Organization
(WTO) ruling that the foreign sales
corporation (FSC) law passed by
Congress last year still fails to meet
WTO standards puts the Bush
administration in a hard place.
Congress passed the FSC law to
replace an earlier version, which also
earned WTO disapproval. FSCs are
paper companies set up in places like
the Virgin Islands. Companies run
export sales through those FSCs,
allowing them to avoid foreign corporate income taxes to the tune of $4
billion a year. The European Union
argued before the WTO that the
replacement FSC law is still an illegal
export subsidy for U.S. companies.
No w President Bush will have to
decide whether to accept the WTO
ruling, aggravating numerous major
U.S. corporations, or to fight the ruling. That would run the risk of starting a trade war with Europe. ■

[ H O O K S ] c o n t ' d f r o m p . 21
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erty; Tax and Accounting; and

(IAPC). IAPC is the IFAC committee
responsible for establishing international auditing guidance for

International Business. Each chapter examines a number of sites further divided into "First and Foremost" (the best) and "Best of the
Rest." The selection is intelligent
and quite far- reaching. Anywhere
from 19 to 48 sites are included in
each chap ter.
Two things make this book different from others in the "best website"
genre. First, it is for a specific audience of financial professionals,
and, second, it isn't just a catalog
of useful Web addresses. Each site
is defined, you are told what to
expect to find there, and each section begins with an introduction
that has a general orientation and

accountants.
Some of the recommendations
include:
• Strengthen IAPC objectives by
focusing on its role in developing
"very high quality auditing standards" that serve the public interest
and are ultimately endorsed by the
International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).
• Enhance transparency by making its meetings and meeting materials available to the public.
• Work more closely with national auditing standard setters on mat-

ters important to its goals.
• Undertake more proactive public relations.
• Establish and communicate
more clearly the authority of IAPC
International Standards on Auditing
and other guidance.
If you would like to comment
on the report, it's available from
the Exposure Draft section of the
IFAC website at www.ifac.org and
from the IFAC office in New York
City at (212) 286 -9344. Comments
are due September 21, 2001, to
Manuel Sanchez y Madrid, chairman of the IAPC Review Task
Force, at (212) 286 -9570, fax, or

Edcomments @ifac.orQ. ■

specific helpful hints.
As a general rule, books that
include listings of Web addresses
need constant updating. The fault
is with the Internet itself, which is

Want to Open a Proven Structured
CMA -CFM Review Course?

more like an ongoing process than
a place. Looking through Best Web sites for Financial Professionals, it
appears the selection process
favored those more substantive
sites that might change but are less
likely to just vanish. —Michael
Castell uccfo
[ L E T T E R S ] c o n t ' d f r o m p . 20

hesitatetosay,no.
Imightbeabletomake$5,000to$7,000or
soelsewhererequiringa60-hourweek,butIlook
atthebigpictureandsay,"atwhatcost"?Take
theextraaftertaxes,andcompareittothecost
oflosingoutonthosethingsyouenjoy,whether
theybeanighttimeweightworkout,playingina
softballleague,orjustpushingyourkidsonthe
swingsinthepark.Forme,thechoiceisa"nobrainer."Thesethingsarefarmoreimportantto
methananalyzingtheimpactofanytaxlaw
changesat8p.m.
JimMcDonough,ArrowFastener

Become a Rigos Affiliate
♦ Local Hands -on Ownership Combined With
High - Quality International Editorial Direction
♦ Major Universities Worldwide are Now Offering
Rigos Review Courses for Academic Credit
♦ Exclusive Area Distributorship - No Bookstore
Sales to Undercut Your Local Effort
♦ Public Classes Plus In -House Seminars for Corporations such as Applied Materials, Boeing,
IBM, Nike, and Sun Microsystems.
♦ Fully- Accredited Proven Successful Review Programs With 22 Years of Track Record.
Call Jim Rigos at

1- 800 - 636 -0716 or
Investigate us at www.CMAReview.com
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embusioness architect
FINANCEMEETSTECHNOLOGY
TOFORMAWELL-INTEGRATED
STRATEGICPLAN.
BY MARLENE PITURRO

f

or eons the chief financial officer had a well - defined place in the corporate hierarchy. Sitting at the
right hand of the chief executive officer, he or she was in charge of financial functions that included

accounting and reporting, planning, risk management, and corporate finance.
The ascent of the dot -coms changed everything. In 1999, Amazon.com's then CFO Joy Covey, the exemplar of a dot -com's financial helmsman, said in CFO magazine: "We have a different way of thinking. It
means thinking about a new kind of business model that hasn't existed before. What we choose to do are
the things that are most essential to the long -term business position.... It's a lot about growing into, not
cutting and trimming." Well, trying to leverage revenue potential rather than the real thing doesn't work,
as Covey undoubtedly discovered.
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Barry Bregman, head of the
e- financial services group of
Heidrick & Struggles International

( ( Wh at p rep ares an yo n e fo r

Executive Search (New York), says

e- Commerce

that the dot -com CFO's mentality
is inappropriate today: "There's no

v� �
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is forward-t hi nk i ng

Where do we want our

smoke and mirrors any more. Dot coms and other e- commerce firms
are now held to the same standard
as other companies. They have to
manage to the P &L using the same
metrics."
Since the dot -coms' demise, the CFO's natural skepticism about numbers has returned. A March 2001 poll of
100 CFOs at Business Week's annual CFO forum showed
that 24% of respondents said their companies aren't yet
involved in any kind of online business activities and that
they plan to move ahead cautiously. With sanity's return
to the marketplace, we appreciate that the laws of economics haven't been repealed. That's to the CFO's advantage, as respect for the bottom line has resurfaced.
The CFO is once again acknowledged as the person who
makes e- commerce decisions based on the firm ground of
financial discipline. He or she is the bridge between the
worlds of finance and technology, the architect who focuses on internal processes and applications that cut across
departments to link customers, suppliers, and other business partners electronically. He /she plays a critical role for
companies striving for clicks- and - bricks success.
CFOs are looking beyond their own four walls, searching for successful e- business models at respected companies. As models emerge, CFOs will tease out relevant
elements, incorporating and modifying them as necessary. John Rollins of Accenture's Strategy & Business
Architecture team suggests that CFOs recognize that
strategic and operational cycle times have dropped, leading to major changes every six months. "There are a large
number of decisions to be made and remade as the company gains experience, learns from that experience, and
changes its strategy or operations, he says.

company to be in one, three, and

five years? » — c orky Nelson, Ryder System, Inc.

QUICKCHANGE
E- business has brought Old Economy firms into new territory. Take the case of Ryder System, Inc. of Miami, Fla.
Ryder Senior Vice President and CFO Corliss (Corky)
Nelson has been instrumental in moving the firm from a
renter of big yellow trucks to an e- commerce purveyor of
transportation and logistics services. With a background
in financial management at various companies before
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joining Ryder in 1999, Nelson says, "Nothing prepared
me for my role as e- business architect. When I went to
school the world wasn't thinking about these issues. What
prepares anyone for e- commerce is forward - thinking
views. Where do we want our company to be in one,
three, and five years ?"
One of Ryder's key e- business initiatives is a profit
optimizing application in the truck - leasing unit. Using
the Internet and partnering with eCredit Global Financing Network, Ryder determines a client's credit score in
real time based on individual risks and return. The program increases approval rates by strategically charging
more for riskier customers, less for the stalwarts. Nelson
plans to implement eCredit and collections services
throughout the company.
On his role as e- business architect, Nelson says that it's
a challenging team effort; no one individual drives the
process. At Ryder, the CEO, CFO, and three business unit
heads strategize an e- commerce application and then
deploy resources for it across the organization. "Change is
always difficult, and Web - enablement speeds the change
process," Nelson observes. Seeing results such as reducing
inventory and working capital commitments and "creating a knowledge system so that people make better decisions" satisfies him.
Describing his relationship with the IT department in
general and the CIO in particular, Nelson says: "It's simple. They report to me.' But it's not simple. The IT people
work with business unit leaders and are rewarded for acting entrepreneurial. "Forty percent of my time is dedicated to getting our organization to do what it should with
IT," says Nelson. That includes sitting down with the CIO
to develop a "vision plan' There's also lots of reading to
do and seminars to attend with both Ryder staff and with
outside vendors.
While finding CFOs like Nelson who are also IT
mavens isn't easy, Bregman of Heidrick & Struggles says

that an e- commerce savvy CFO doesn't have to be a systems person. But he or she must understand the language
of technology and ask the right questions. "In interviewing them I know within the first 10 minutes if they get it."

DEFININGSTRATEGY
Another venerable brick- and - mortar company tackling
e- commerce is Bell & Howell (Skokie, Ill). Alan Aldworth,
senior vice president and CFO, came to the 94- year -old
firm after 19 years in journalism and a mandate to spin
off two e- publishing companies. Noting that the CFO
role hadn't changed much in the 50 years preceding the
Internet, he says that e- business requires CFOs to change
focus from historical review to active varticivant.
"What's changed the most is CFO involvement
in defining e- business strategies, from strategic pricing to understanding the cost /benefits of each piece of IT and knowing how to
hire good people."
Focusing on revenues, Aldworth looks at
his task as growing revenues without growing

acquisition as there is in the B2C segment.
Also crafting an e- publishing strategy is Lynn Atchison,
CFO of Hoover's Inc., based in Austin, Texas. At Hoover's
since 1996, Atchison was hired to take the company public, as were many other CFOs during the dot -corn heyday.
At the same time, she moved it from a predominantly
print to an online publisher.
Atchison develops her e- business strategy by assessing
technical and organizational challenges. One such challenge is managing headcount by minimizing full -time
employees while developing revenue streams with uncertain potential. She also revamps editorial processes: "When
you're dealing with print, the cycle is set one way. Being
online means working in real time, so deadlines
and processes have to be totally rethought." That
means looking at the entire database of 17,000
companies every day, a far cry from the pace
of annual print updates.
As Hoover's CFO, Atchison moved from
the pre -IPO activities of taking the company
public to a CFO who's part of the top team of
CEO, CFO, and EVPs. She says:
"Ten years ago I didn't know what
the Internet would become. Now
I'm building financial models for
products that will attract more eye balls and generate income when
people expect the whole site to be
free:' Building an a -biz strategy is
an ongoing process for Atchison,
one that involves better allocation
of resources to IT and learning
how to maximize revenue streams
through managing content.
For Robert Richardson, vice
president of electronic banking at
Manufacturers and Traders Trust
Hoover's Inc. Company (M &T), a Buffalo, N.Y. based bank that moved up from
37th to 28th largest independent
publicly owned bank holding company by acquiring 303
branch offices of other regional or local banks between
1998 and 2001, e- business extends the bank's offline strategy to the online world. Working with an e- commerce
architecture team composed of the CFO, CIO (the
CFO's direct report), and heads of four business groups,
Richardson enjoys his role as interpreter of what
e- business means to both IT and business people. "It's
hard to have credibility with technical people if you have a

((Ten years ago 1 didn't know what

the Internet would become. Now I'm
building financial models for prod-

ucts that will attract more eyeballs

and generate income when people
expect the whole site to be free.))
—Lynn Atchison,

headcount. He's also involved with customer resource
management /database, which involves leveraging the data
he has and slicing and dicing it into content for different
market segments. As for the expectation from Wall Street
now that the dot -com madness is past, Aldworth says that
most of Bell & Howell's online ventures are profitable,
particularly ProQuest, the research database for libraries.
It's a $100- million -a -year B2B unit, and Aldworth nurtures it because there's very little churn with customer
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business background and they have lots of
leverage in the company," he says.
Richardson is a self - described contrarian
when it comes to e- business: "We're traditional in our person -to- person methodology, and we know we're a brick - and - mortar
business. We don't take a mechanistic
approach, and we expect every product, includL
those online, to be profitable.' That translates into ferreting out applications that give customers what they want
and generate income for M &T. One example is a B2B private exchange for a car dealer. By bringing their suppliers
into the exchange, the dealer gains better inventory control, has fewer manual processes, less paperwork, and
smooth A/R and A/R So do the car dealer's suppliers —a
win -win proposition. "When our customer says `we want
to do business online; we facilitate the process for them,
not as a technology provider but as their banker," Richardson explains.

BEYONDTHECFO
At some very large organizations the scope of e- business is
beyond the CFO, as is the case at Pittsburgh -based Mellon
Financial Corporation. Although not a CFO herself, Janey
Place, Mellon's executive vice president of e- commerce

lso helps CFOs tie IT return on investment
(ROI) to their unit's activities. Though some
managers have wanted to take e- commerce
out of their P &L statements, Place keeps it
in because: "It's not a separate business.
We're breaking down the thinking that IT
owns the e- commerce piece and the managers
in the trust or pension piece. E- commerce has
to be integrated into the business.'
As the CFOs gain experience managing e- commerce
resources and risks, Place helps them by showing them
how their business can best use Mellon's company -wide
e- commerce infrastructure. She's also helped develop
Internet applications, which she sees as a revolutionary
channel that gives customers real -time access and transparency. "The Internet's benefit is not to be a new business but a real way to reduce costs." To get the most from
e- commerce, Place constantly breaks old rules. She and
her CFOs "hold hands and jump off the diving board
together."
For those unhappy about change, Place as the EVP of
e- commerce strategy holds the carrot —the IT resources
for each line of business to develop products that utilize
the organization's unified set of tools. That means everyone uses the same platform, with Place deploying the IT
resources as needed. "There have
been plenty of dark moments, but
that's to be expected when you're
participating in a business revolution;' she concludes.
In some cases, CFO involvement
in e- business rests more on personality and experience than on a
cut - and -dried plan. Jack Wagner,

((W e' re br eaki ng down t he thinki ng
that IT owns the e-commerce piece
and the managers own the trust or
pension piece. E- commerce has to
be integrated into the business

.

marketing executive of IBM Global
Enterprise Application Solutions

(Southbury, Conn.), finds that the
role a CFO plays in a company's

Janey Place, Mellon Financial Corporation

a -biz strategy often depends on the
chemistry among CEO, CFO, and
CIO. "The emergence of the CIO

strategy, helps the CFOs of major business segments

as a peer of the CFO in the last few years has been very

develop e- business strategies. "The CFOs make the big

important," says Wagner. "The CIO is now in the board-

decisions and sit at the right hand of the CEO, as they

room with the CFO. You need both to develop a success-

always did. The difference is that they have to do more

ful e- commerce strategy."

with fewer resources and to understand technology as well
as they understand a balance sheet," Place emphasizes.
Part of her job is vaporizing silos and fiefdoms, thus
facilitating cross - functional e- commerce applications. She
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Wagner works with CFOs to broaden their understanding of e- commerce, helping them deal with complicated systems such as ERPs, customer management
databases, and supply chain reengineering. "We act as a

((Some of the old- fashioned CFOs

tions for motorcycle enthusiasts who sometimes need to
locate parts. "Our site gets one
million visitors a month, and

aren't even Monday morning quarter backs. They don't even know the game
. 1

the challenge is to turn that
traffic into revenue.

With CFOs having to be
proficient in finance as well as
e- commerce, IBM's Wagner
Enterprise Application Solutions
wonders whether the old fashioned CFO will survive.
"Some of them aren't even
Monday morning quarterbridge between the CFO and CIO to implement somebacks. They don't even know the game we're playing:'
thing that both have agreed should happen. We think
A successful CFO has to combine CFO and CIO skills,
about the infrastructure and nuts - and -bolts issues like
becoming a heavy -duty financial person thoroughly
implementing a help desk 24/7."
versed in technology who ensures that the e- business
Citing the example of a chemical company that had a
strategy is articulated and implemented.
website but wanted to do more, Wagner worked with the
The CFO's responsibility for e- business isn't limited to
CFO, CIO, and line executives on design issues, integratFortune 500 companies. James Metzler, CPA, partner of
ing back -end processes, and driving down costs in the
Gaines Metzler Kriner & Company of Buffalo, N.Y., and
supply chain. "Everything involves taking logical steps in
author of How to Build A Million Dollar Technology Cona reasonable order, starting with the infrastructure and
sulting Practice,works with midsize companies. Of the
building from it," he adds.
CFO role he says: "The CFO is the bridge between IT and
senior management. He has to help make the right deciWHAT'SNEXT?
sions, be the enabler of change and collaboration." MetE- commerce is at a critical juncture as firms leave the
zler assumes that the CFO looks at revenue projections
tech wreck behind and focus on becoming profitable
and costs and quickly knows how they impact any busibricks - and - clicks businesses. To do that, M &T's Richardness. But the CFO must go beyond that, to the "converson has an e- business timeline that goes out several years,
gence of IT and accounting, where e- business has
allowing the bank to nurture online services. "The Intertransformed accounting:'
net should be a revenue source, which we're looking at as
Barry Bregman of Heidrick & Struggles sees top mana local rather than a global resource. Cost reduction is
agement less concerned with titles and more interested in
one possible goal of e- commerce, but' how we organize
a potential recruit's skill sets and readiness to handle eourselves to handle demand is equally so," Richardson
commerce. "Who's on the top e- commerce team varies by
concludes.
organization. You need tremendous skills in technology,
Ryder's Corky Nelson understands that the Internet
finance, and management, and those are distributed difcan transform a business, even one centered around
ferently in different organizations! When the CFO has
trucks. "It means getting the organization equipped to
the skills and experience to be part of that top team, he or
understand the power of what's available to them on the
she does best when partnered with senior IT executives.
Internet. It's transformation because it changes the busiTogether they learn how to leverage all the resources
ness processes we use," he says.
they've got. ■
At Bell & Howell, Aldworth positions himself as the
"CFO who develops e- publishing strategies to defend our
Marlene Piturro, a journalist and managerial consultant
turf." That means taking a close look at old lines of busibased in Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in psycholness, then "transforming, restructuring, and divesting
ogy and an MBA in organizational development /finance.
ourselves of nonperforming groups." That means transShe has written widely about the integration of accounting
lating e- business strategies into revenue streams. Moving
and IT in various business publications. You can reach hcr
forward, that means working on B2B and B2C applicaat mpiturro @aol.com.
w e 'r e

p lay i ng

!

Jack Wagner, IBM Global
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A new survey says most
companies don't deliver proof
that ERP systems are worth
the expense and time.

DOES YOUR

ERP System
MEASURE UP?
BY MARIANNE BRADFORD, CPA, AND DOUG ROBERTS, CPA
If you could rocket your on -time reliability up to more than 99 %,
would you? That's exactly what one furniture company did, thanks to
the use of their enterprise resource planning (ERP) system.
According to Richard Russell, director of business systems at Herman
Miller, a $2 billion company, the office furniture industry is complex
because of the myriad of customization options. "Traditionally the
industry has operated at about 65 % -70% on -time reliability," he says.
"We have achieved tremendous success by getting to a reliability in
excess of 99 %."
30
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This information certainly helps justify
the existence of Herman Miller's system,
but are other companies measuring
the worth of their ERP installations?
This was a good time to find out,
especially
efforts
since YX is behind us,
and these colossal systems are up
_-W&
and running. Project leaders who
championed the implementation
are now feeling the heat from
top management to deliver proof that the
time and money associated with implementing an ERP system was worth the sacrifice.
So what metrics, if any, are firms using to gauge the
success of their ERP installation? To get the answers, we
surveyed 30 IT directors in a wide range of industries,
from service to manufacturing and retail to healthcare, to
gain insight into the ERP value measurement process. All
of our respondents had gone live with at least one module of an ERP, and 80% of companies surveyed were
single- source implementers.
We also found out who's responsible for monitoring
measurements, how they communicate the results, and to
which audiences. We had other questions regarding the
use of external consultants as well as benchmarking techniques and wanted to know why companies chose not to
measure value. Here are the results.

fi—

REALITY:MOSTDON'TUSEMETRICS
Only 42% of our respondents reported that their company
actually measures the value achieved from their ERP system. Seventy-five percent of the companies that measured
any type of value used the traditional return-on- investment (ROI) metric. While some companies calculated an
overall ROI at the company level, others calculated ROI at
the division, functional, or ERP module level.
At the ERP module level, companies monitor various
metrics for each module deployed within their organization. Let's consider the metrics for the following modules:
finance, manufacturing, human resources, and logistics.
All companies that took part in the survey had implemented the financial module of their chosen ERP application. Responses indicate that the length of monthly or
quarterly close was the most common metric used to
measure the value achieved from deployment of this
module. Other commonly cited measures include
increased inventory turnover, reduced obsolete inventory, more favorable material price variances, and reductions in IT department costs.
32
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Companies evaluating the success of
deploying the manufacturing module
cited two metrics most often:
improved inventory turnovers and
reductions in inventory levels. Other
metrics employed by our sample
companies include on -time delivery
to the customer, material velocity,
reduced returns, better order- fulfillment rate, cycle -count accuracy, reductions in IT costs, and working capital
excess.
Fewer companies used metrics to evaluate human
resources and logistics modules. For the HR module, the
only commonly cited metrics were time to execute payroll and reduction in total HR costs. According to Ed
DePrimo, director of IT applications at Scientific
Atlanta, "Our HR costs were leveraged across the organization by using employee self - service features to allow
employees direct access to their information."
For those companies using the logistics module, metrics included improved inventory turnover and reductions in past -due deliveries.
Some companies track the same metric for more than
one module, such as reductions in past -due deliveries.
Improving the reliability of delivery-date commitments
to customers should be one of the goals of integrating
manufacturing with logistics. That's exactly what Herman
Miller, the office furniture company, did to obtain near
perfection when it comes to on -time reliability.

WHENTOMEASUREANDWHO'SRESPONSIBLE
We also asked project managers when they established
metrics, such as prior to implementation or at go -live.
Ninety percent of the companies that performed formal
measurement analyses said that metrics were determined
prior to implementation.
So who establishes the value- measurement system, and
who's responsible for comparing actual against expected
results? The majority of companies we surveyed stated
that the chief financial officer (CFO) was primarily
responsible for determining metrics, but input from
functional areas such as Accounting, Human Resources,
and Manufacturing was also used. Interestingly, only one
company mentioned the chief executive officer (CEO)
helped determine metrics. Generally, the results of measurements were reported to senior management or "business process owners" so they could compare actual
against expected results.

TOOLS

MONITORINGANDCOMMUNICATION

Because of the confusion surrounding ERP value measurement and lack of ERP- specific value models, many
ERP vendors are offering initiatives to measure continuous business improvement. Examples of these tools
include SAP's ValueSAP and Peoplesoft's Client Liferycle
Services. Working from a systems life -cycle perspective,
these tools help customers gather information during the
evaluation stage of their installation to determine what
benefits they are trying to achieve. These tools help customers identify business opportunities through measuring and comparing key performance indicators, total cost
of ownership, ROI, and benchmarks against industry
averages and leaders.
Regarding another option for companies struggling in
their measurement efforts, only 38% chose to work with
consultants specializing in IT value measurement to assist
them in finding the value of their ERP investment after
implementation. Consultants can help companies find
value by revealing the hidden benefits —the intangibles—

Metrics that make the business case for ERP should be
continually reviewed and updated, and the results should
be communicated informally or formally. How often you
monitor the measurements and how you communicate
the results must be thoughtfully considered, understanding that those involved with the ERP system, whether
through use and /or responsibility, need to know how it's
performing.
Of the companies that used metrics, 50% reported that
they monitored metrics continuously as opposed to taking snapshots of the metrics monthly or quarterly.
According to Patrick Ball, vice president of the Wolf
Organization, a wholesale distributor of building materials, "The reporting within the system [SAP] is so powerful that a `weekly dashboard' has been established and is
used by executives throughout the month to monitor our
key indicators."
As for the communication aspect, only one -third of
companies stated that they formally shared results with

"The reporting within the system [SAP] is so powerful
that a `weekly dashboard'has been established
and is used by executives throughout the month to
nonitor our key indicators."
through the use of licensing tools. These tools convert
intangibles to tangibles by breaking down the intangibles
through a formula for calculating current costs and estimated savings costs over time. But this wasn't a common
use of consultants in our survey, and, for the most part,
the role of consultants ended at implementation. Consultants typically provided organizational change management, systems integration and configuration, as well as
technical and operational support.
Benchmarking is another useful component in the
value- measurement process. Half of the companies that
measure the value of their ERP use some form of bench marking, although the type varies from company to company. Most companies benchmarked against themselves
(i.e., pre - implementation versus post - implementation).
Others compared their results to industry averages, direct
competitors, and comparable installations (i.e., implementations conducted by companies within the same
industry and /or similar sizes).

those not involved in the initial determination of metrics.
The mode of communication took the form of online
intranet postings, memos to functional managers, and formal meetings and conferences with members of the board
of directors, senior management, and vice presidents of
Supply Chain, Purchasing, Manufacturing, and Sales.

WHYCOMPANIESDON'TUSEMETRICS
Although many companies are choosing to analyze ERP
results, the majority of companies aren't putting mechanisms in place to realize their system's true potential.
Here are the top three reasons:
1. The ERP was replacing non -Y2K compliant systems,
so the initiative was more of a technical necessity.
2. The ERP was adopted to stay competitive.,
3. The measurement process was considered arbitrary
and specific metrics too difficult to quantify.
Of the companies that didn't pursue metrics, 80% cited Y2K as the main reason why they made no attempt to
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determine metrics. According to one project manager,
"The value for us was qualitative —we were able to stay in
business after Y2K."
Other companies' motivation hinged on replacement
of obsolete systems or the need to stay competitive. This
reason was cited by 47% of our respondents. According
to Patrick Ball, "We viewed ERP as an investment we had
to make to remain ahead of our competition. It was one
of the many things we did to improve our position in the
marketplace:' These companies adopted ERP as a strategic solution out of competitive necessity. In these situations, senior management views investing in an ERP as
merely a cost of doing business, and they make the decision on the basis of faith, appealing to the organization's
commitment to its mission and strategy.
The majority of companies in our survey say that efficiencies they glean from their ERP installation are so
complicated to measure that calculating an accurate ROI
may never truly work. Furthermore, they wonder how
they could ever put a price tag on the intangible benefits
such as improved workflow design, integration of disparate systems, reengineered processes, and improved visibility of information. These companies see the
investment as merely a cost of doing business and the
monitoring of metrics as a moot issue.
Yves D'Amours, IS director at Timex® Canada Inc.,
explains, "ROI measurements are arbitrary and difficult
to quantify and have become inadequate criteria for most
ERP implementations. We're beyond that now. The '90s
were about process redesign and richer functionality.
Now organizations will have to look at their cultural fabric— skills, knowledge management, collaboration in
internal and external relationships. These topics are more
strategic in nature and will give headaches to executives
looking for a simple math formula.'
On the other side, many of the comments from the
respondents indicated that measuring value from such a
large IT expenditure is important, if not for any other
reason than where an adoption decision comes under
fire. As one respondent indicated, "When things go well,
there's not a lot of pressure to go back and see what you
did and where things went wrong. It's only after the project hits the skids that it is good to have definable metrics
in place.'
Having data to prove the value of an ERP installation is
an especially good idea because adopting an ERP system
could perhaps be the most costly IT project organizations
have undertaken. These high- ticket ERP installations
average 5.6% of annual revenues, according to recent
34
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studies. Granted, the cost of the systems is steadily going
down, and implementation times are being slashed due to
accelerated methodologies, but the investment is still
nothing to dismiss.

PROVETHESYSTEM'SWORTH
CEOs and CFOs need to know what they are getting out
of such a huge investment. The reality is that determining
metrics is only a first step in figuring out the value of an
ERP system. Your goal should be to establish an overall
strategy for emerging from the process knowing what
your ERP system did for you. This takes managing the
ERP as a separate business with a detailed business plan
and a separate set of books. It means treating the ERP as
any other capital allocation project because, after all,
information technology is an asset like any other asset.
So before you adopt a package, you should identify key
reasons to proceed. Your business plan should also contain success metrics tied into a business -model blueprint
for what the new organization should look like after you
go live. Many practitioners believe it's imperative for
management to identify benefits that will result from the
project and then make sure that every project - related
action is directed toward those benefits. To do so, everyone from the top of the organization to the bottom must
understand his or her role in the project.
It's only when detailed IT records are kept that companies can evaluate whether projects undertaken are delivering a payoff in the form of ROI, net present value, or
any other metric they use. That's why measurement of an
ERP's benefits is essential, even if that wasn't the initial
plan.
As you try to measure the ERP system benefits, keep in
mind that tackling an ERP project isn't just about cutting
costs across the company. According to Doug Voiland,
director of manufacturing services at Feeley and Driscoll,
a Boston -based consulting firm, "The opportunity for
ERP is not in cost reductions; firms may never find the
savings there. The opportunity for ERP is revenue generation. Information technology is a sales issue, not overhead. If done well, it should produce revenue." ■
Marianne Bradford, CPA, Ph.D., is a professor ofaccounting at Bryant College in Smithfield, R.L You can reach her
at (401) 232 -6234 or Bradf–ord@bry–ant.edu.
Doug Roberts, CPA, is a Ph.D. student at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville, Tenn. You can reach him at (865)
974 -4748 or froberts @utkedu.
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BY ALFRED M. KING, CMA, CFM

f
Q

sing EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization) in
financial analysis may be dangerous to your career prospects. It's one of the most
flawed concepts to be adopted by the financial community.
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Finance professionals rightly focus on cash flows. Valuations are based on the present value of future cash flows.
Standard discounted cash flow valuation techniques
taught in all finance and MBA programs have stood the
test of time. They have served us well.
Many investors and security analysts have also focused
on price /earnings (P /E) ratios. The assumption is that if
Company "A" is now earning
$2.00 per share and the stock is
$3 0. 00,then the 15 P/E ratio can:
1) be compared to other stocks
and 2) used to forecast future
stock prices. To use a P/E ratio
for comparative purposes, assume
Company "A" is in the auto parts
business. All its competitors are
selling at P/E ratios between 13
and
Thus you
reasonably17.
conclude
thatmight
the stock
is
"

multiples have only a three- to five -year history. There's
much less depth of experience and innate judgment
about the reasonableness of an EBITDA multiple than
there is for a P /E.
A second use of EBITDA in financial analysis is in
start -up firms that are probably operating at a loss (think
Internet). Many of these firms took on a lot of debt and

EBITDAisusedonlybecause
companieshavehadlowerthan
exectednetincomeandsome
wall
t1ees
are
t in
goldStreet
plate"19
bad
news
■ to

fairly priced on a current basis.
Using a P/E ratio for forecasting
purposes is simple: If the stock is
likely to earn $2.40 a share next year, it would be expected
to sell for about $36 a share(15 * 2.40 = 36),assuming the
P/E ratio holds constant.
So, cash flow and price /earnings analyses are two tools
with which financial professionals are familiar. They work.
But now we have detected an intruder on our financial
radar: The rapid approach of EBITDA is closing fast on
cash flow and price /earnings. It's time to shoot the enemy
out of the sky before we suffer another defeat.

NOWEBITDAISBEINGUSED
EBITDA is being used by security analysts because its

"answers" appear more attractive. For example, if a company has $4 million of after -tax earnings and one million
shares outstanding, the earnings per share are $4. If the
stock is in a popular field such as media, it might sell
today for a P/E of 35x earnings, or $140 per share. But
substitute EBITDA for earnings per share, and you could
easily get $7 per share or $7 million overall. Then, using
the same current price of the stock, the EBITDA multiple
is a seemingly much more reasonable 20x (20 * 7 = 140).
Lower multiples look better, even if the base against
which they are applied is larger. Traditional investors who
might feel uncomfortable with P/E ratios at 35x and
above probably relate more easily to an EBITDA multiple
of 20x. On the other hand, P/E ratios have been used in
stock market analysis for the past 50 years, while EBITDA
36
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made acquisitions for stock and had high goodwill amortization. These companies almost inevitably showed losses under generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP), and investors were uncomfortable investing in
loss operations. But change the metric from earnings per
share to EBITDA per share, and suddenly the Internet
firm has gone from red to black and from an infinite P/E
ratio to a respectable EBITDA multiple. How is this done?
The interest on the debt is added back to the reported
loss. There are no taxes on income. Goodwill amortization is also added back. And presto! We now have a company with a positive EBITDA. The company can be
compared to all the other Internet firms on an EBITDA
basis. Few analysts like to compare companies on a
"price /loss ratio.'
A third use of EBITDA is valuation based solely on
operating results. EBITDA, whether actual or budget, is
easy to calculate: Take net income and add back all taxes,
interest, depreciation, and amortization, if any. Then
apply an appropriate EBITDA multiple, and you have an
instant valuation. Conceptually, this is no different from
valuing a company based on a P/E ratio. We have seen
investment bankers' deal books that try to sell a company
using a valuation based almost entirely on EBITDA and
an appropriate EBITDA multiple. What this approach
overlooks is that next year may not be as good as this
year. Valuing a business solely on this year's results can

lead to disappointment next year. Yet investment bankers,
who are paid to successfully sell a company, want to focus
on today, not on a more speculative tomorrow.
A fourth use of EBITDA is to assume that it somehow
is "available" for corporate uses. Assumptions, either
explicitly or implicitly, are made that the purchase price
of a company at 5x EBITDA will somehow pay for itself
in five years because of the assumption that these operating funds will be available during the next five years to
pay off the loans incurred to buy the business.

THEFALSEPREMISEOFEBITDA
Proponents seem to believe that EBITDA has some properties that make it superior to net income as developed
under GAAP. EBITDA is then sold on the basis that it
provides a good indication of discretionary cash flow.
True, there is one weighty argument with which most
would agree: GAAP net income does not directly provide

This year's EBITDA for both companies is the same,
$6 million. If the companies were in the same industry,
with the same general industry multiple, many people
would conclude that both firms were of approximately
equal value. Would you pay the same for Company B as
for Company A?
♦ EBITDA totally overlooks cash requirements for
growth in accounts receivable. A manufacturer, for example, can boost short -term operating results by "channel
stuffing " — offering easy terms to retail customers. While
its product sits on the retailer's shelf, the manufacturer
has reported a "sale" and an offsetting receivable. But no
cash has changed hands either between the customer and
the retailer or the retailer and the supplier.
♦ EBITDA totally overlooks cash requirements for
growth in inventories. If a company is growing, it needs
more inventory. The cash requirement for inventories
isn't captured by EBITDA.

an indication of cash flow. But no matter how valid the
criticism of net income may be, EBITDA actually provides a less desirable indication of cash flow. Let's take a

THESOLUTIONISCLEAR

quick look at some flaws:

mance or a measure of value for a company, stand back
and do one thing: Ask yourself, "If I substituted net
income for EBITDA, how would my answer change ?"
The truth is that there are valid reasons why GAAP has
adopted the accrual method of accounting in determining net income. It's also true that information about cash
flows is currently being provided in the mandatory statement of cash flow. In that statement, companies must
provide information about three separate aspects of cash
flows: from operations, financing, and investing. So all
the information anyone requires is already available.
EBITDA isn't cash flows. EBITDA isn't earnings.
EBITDA isn't available for shareholders. In fact, what is
EBITDA good for? In my opinion, EBITDA is used only
because companies have had lower than expected net
income and some Wall Street types are trying to "gold plate" the bad news.
You can't make sound decisions using a false metric
like EBITDA. You will only make bad decisions —
decisions that will adversely affect your career. Hence,
using EBITDA in financial analysis may be dangerous to

♦ The last time we checked, a company with outstanding debt either pays the interest owed or faces
bankruptcy.
♦ If a company is running at a profit, it either pays
taxes or faces the IRS in court.
♦ Interest and taxes, therefore, represent a priority
that must be paid virtually before anything else. EBITDA
is not a measure of discretionary cash flow.
♦ EBITDA adds back in depreciation expense from
previously capitalized assets. The actual accounting entry
truly is a "noncash" charge. But how many companies can
go forward without making new capital expenditures?
EBITDA doesn't handle this.
♦ Likewise, amortization of previously acquired
intangibles such as goodwill is a noncash charge. But
what if the company makes new investments in intangibles like patents or acquires new businesses that generate
new goodwill? EBITDA doesn't handle this.
♦ Valuation through application of an EBITDA multiple totally overlooks changes in the direction of operating
results. Look at the following example:

CompanyAOperating Results
Prev.Yr.
$4M
$5M
LastYr.
$6M
ThisYr.
$7M
NextYr.

CompanyBOperatingResults
$7M
$6M
$6M
$5M

Every time you see EBITDA used as a measure of perfor-

your career prospects.
Readers, you have been put on notice. ■
Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM, is chairman of Valuation
Research Corporation, an appraisal company based in
Princeton, N.J. You can reach him at (609) 243 -7013 or
a edking@erols.com.
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isn't fully prepared
to do business in
the euro, you may
BY SARWAR A. KASHMERI
be in for a shock
come January.

On January 1, 2002, when a dozen European nations
start doing all of their business transactions in euros,
many North American companies will discover that they
can't comply with demands to do business and pay taxes
in euros. Their European operations will effectively be
shut down. They must understand why the euro isn't
just another foreign currency and what they should do

--K

to avoid potential losses.
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The stakes are huge for U.S. companies
where the euro is concerned. At $1 trillion
yearly, the U.S. is Europe's largest trading
partner, twice that of Canada and three
times that of Japan. The U.S. and the 15
countries that make up the European
Union (EU) also happen to be the largest
investors in each other's markets. Of these
15 countries, 12 have adopted the euro:
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Portugal,
and Spain. The holdouts are Denmark, Sweden, and the
United Kingdom.
The euro can make it easier for U.S. companies to sell
products, source products, and raise capital in Europe —
but only if they are fully prepared to deal in euros. While
most of the larger U.S. companies have started to convert,
smaller ones seem to be waiting until the last minute.
Even in Europe itself, according to a recent survey by
Eurobarometer, an arm of the European Commission,
only 25 % of small and medium -size businesses claim to
be "euro ready."
What's the worst -case scenario for a U.S. company
doing business in Europe if it isn't "euro ready" by January 1, 2002? It will be virtually impossible —and perhaps
even illegal —to do business with the old currencies
because they will no longer be legal tender. As a result,
subsidiaries of U.S. companies in Europe that haven't
converted their books to euros may not be able to transact business after January 1, 2002.Think about it in terms
of this analogy: What if a Mexican company set up business in the United States and tried to pay all its bills,
including payroll and taxes, in pesos? It couldn't survive
as a going business. Nor will noneuro - compliant U.S.
companies.

THEEURO:APROCESS,NOTANEVENT
European Monetary Union (EMU) readiness is primarily
a strategic issue, representing a sea change for the global
economy. It's the most recent event in a 50-year process
that united sovereign European countries for the common good. That process began in 1947 with the Marshall
Plan. Then came the Treaty of Paris in 1951,which set up
the European coal and steel community that really began
the Common Market. The Treaty of Rome constructed a
timetable to phase out tariffs. The Treaty of Maastricht in
1991 stitched together plans for the common currency
through EMU and laid the ground rules for integrating
and widening Europe's markets into a trade grouping
40
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potentially rivaling that of the United States.
And in January 1999,the euro became the wholesale
currency—for equities, bonds, etc. —of EU businesses.
Local currencies' rates were irrevocably fixed as denominations of the euro. Even though their countries legally
adopted the euro as their currency at that time and began
using it for many business transactions, companies held
off using it for most retail transactions for logistical reasons. EMU needed the time to manufacture euro notes
and coins for virtually an entire continent and to ready
the millions of cash registers and other currency- operated
conveniences of daily life. To prepare for the full
conversion in 2002,euro countries are
minting some 50 billion coins and
printing some 14 billion notes.
After the three -year transition,
January 2002 will mark the debut
of the euro as coin of the realm in
12 European countries. All coins and
bills will be euro, and — practically
overnight —all bank account balances will
convert to euro. While the general press focuses on
exchange rates between the euro and the dollar and the
yen, the largest single currency trade bloc in the world is
about to complete its transition from a fragmented area
to a trade powerhouse.
Many small and medium -size businesses see EMU as a
technology problem with some business implications.
But, in fact, it's just the opposite. The EMU is a business
issue with technological implications —one of the largest
being business application software issues.

HOWCANYOUPREPARE?
What should small and medium -size businesses be doing
to prepare their organizations for the January 2002
changeover? First, they need to determine if their companies are exposed to EMU risk and, if they are, whether or
not their software is euro compliant. If it isn't, they

should evaluate their risks and plan ahead. For small
companies with modest European operations, it may still
be possible to install new software in time to meet the
deadline. But larger companies need to install new software immediately and, at the same time, develop contingency plans for dealing with
compliance problems because
chances are, even if they start
now, they won't be able to complete their preparations in time.
They've waited too long, even
though they've had almost three
years to work on it.

But how to choose new software? EMU is a process
that requires forward thinking and strategic vision in a
software vendor. Remember, converting to the euro isn't
just a simple conversion operation —it also involves a
thorough review of a company's operations, including the
ability to fulfill all legal, tax, and social obligations in
euros. Companies should look for a software supplier
who hasn't only complied with all legislation but has
examined the long -term implications of EMU. Not all
software vendors qualify, but most of the midsize to larger ones should be ready.
Flexibility is a big issue. Does your existing software
demand that you convert in one "big bang" on December
Se p t e m be r 2 0 0 1
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31, 2001? This kind of conversion takes time. Typically,
companies should spend several months planning the
conversion and then implement it in stages. For those
who've waited until the last minute, it may be necessary
at some point during the implementation to run in both
dollars and euros to avoid shutting down operations.
It's essential to have software that is fully compliant
with the applicable EU legislation spelled out in Article
235 of the Treaty of Maastricht. For example, EU legislation requires six significant figures for conversion rates,
and figures can't be rounded or truncated during conversion. Not all packaged software will work with six figures.
The complexity of some of these issues is staggering.
For instance, no reciprocals of the conversion rate can be
used. Converting a deutsche mark to a franc involves
converting the deutsche mark to euro and then a euro to
a franc. And vice versa. This "triangulation" has frustrated
the designs of many software vendors who supply the
small and medium -size enterprise (SME) market.
The Business Application Software Developers' Association (BASDA) of the U.K. has developed a
respected certification program for judging software's compliance with EU
regulations. Getting compliance right
takes time and effort. For example,
some software developers began
work on the euro changeover as far
back as April 1997. CODA's Richard
Lee, who designed and executed BASDAcertified accounting and e- business solutions,
explained the design problem in terms of the user. "The
trickiest part was reconciling the requirements of triangulation with our already existing methods of multiple
currency conversion in such a way that the complexity
remained transparent to our users;' he explained.

THEFUTURE:LIVINGWITHTHEEURO
What happens after the January 1, 2002, euro phase -in
42
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should be a wake -up call for the entire
business community. Yet it can also be
viewed in terms of opportunity, especially for American companies who
lead the world in the deployment of
electronic commerce. E- commerce
and the euro can be viewed as opposite
sides of the same coin. Each will act as
an accelerator for the other. Rapidly diminishing trade barriers and a virtual elimination of
foreign currency risk are opening a new continent -sized
economy, which should be ripe for domination by
American small and medium -size businesses, just as
American banks and financial institutions that are
accustomed to working in continent -sized economies
have already established leadership positions in the EU.
Operational advantages are also important for U.S.
companies. Being able to deal in a single currency instead
of a dozen different ones makes it a lot easier to balance
accounts at the end of the day. Also, dealing in a single
currency leaves companies less exposed to exchange risks
and makes sourcing a lot easier.
Before January 1999, when American companies doing
business in Europe raised money for local operations,
they did so in dollars and then changed dollars to the
local currency —a process less expensive than raising
money in small European countries with negligible foreign currency exchange markets. After January 1999, U.S.
companies didn't have to worry about local currencies;
they could use the euro for all activities in the EU. In one
of the first large euro money market transactions, GE
Capital raised euros for its EU operations, saving millions
of dollars.
EMU looks to be a great accelerator for business
growth. Last year, for the first time, more merger and
acquisition activity took place in the EU than in the U.S.
A recent statement by a Lehmann Brothers executive
called Europe "the hottest new growth market.' For U.S.
businesses looking to expand internationally, the euro
might just be another way to spell "opportunity." ■
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Sarwar A. Kashmeri is co-founder and publisher of New
York -based ebizChronicle.com www.ebizChronicle.com
online daily of business -to- business e- commerce,
launched January 1, 2000, and read by senior executives of
the global 2000. Kashmeri is a 30 -year veteran of the
computer industry and was an early proponent of the
importance of the European Economic and Monetary
Union for America's businesses.
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As more dot -coms crash and burn, the Application Service
Provider�(ASP)�market�remains�hot�—and�for�good�reason.
There's no faster way to deploy the latest efficiencies in business
process automation than through ASP subscription services. Substantial cost savings, strong security, and a high degree of reliability also make
the ASP outsourcing model attractive. Over the past two years, outsourcing of
business management services has picked up considerable momentum and will
continue to do so in light of a tight IT labor pool and increasing competitive
pressures. Consider the following studies.
44
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ASP News reported that three - quarters of 480 IT man-

data files. Otherwise, as a general rule of thumb, keep
simple business management applications in -house and
look to outsource more complex systems.
Today, ASPS offer many options, but until recently, most

agers and CIOs surveyed last year revealed they relied on
outsourcing to deliver new technologies because they
couldn't meet all of their IT needs internally. The latest

ASPs�hosted�only�widely�used�applications�—such�as�Office
2000 and many standard accounting packages. This has
been changing as more sophisticated, multilayered applications are built and new ASPs enter the market to provide
vertically oriented solutions for specific industries.
Ultimately, the success of the ASP model for any business comes down to how well subscribed application services meet specific needs. Let's examine the three most
important aspects: the applications themselves, the infrastructure, and the environment.

IDC report on the ASP industry, "Worldwide ASP Forecast and Analysis, 2001- 2005;' forecasts that ASP revenues
will grow at an annual compound rate of 89% from $986
million in 2000 to almost $24 billion in 2005.
But with all this interest in ASPs, does renting make
more sense than buying for your company? We'll help
you answer this question for your firm, then navigate the
seemingly overwhelming process of finding an ASP that
suits your needs and explain how you can steer clear of
the risks.
In order to decide if an ASP is for you, first consider
the type of company you have from a marketing and an

APPLICATIONS

IT resources perspective. ASP services work best where:

It's important to know how applications are built to
understand whether they will perform to expectation and
grow with a company's business requirements. Consider
the following when you're evaluating an ASPs ability to
host your application: architecture, customization and
integration, security, Web readiness, scalability, and
portability.
Architecture. The architecture of business management
software determines how an application handles security,
accommodates additional users, upgrades functionality,
and, most important, how efficiently the software can be
deployed for use by numerous companies. Many Windows -based applications offered through
\ _ ., e j g a an ASP are deployed on dedicated servers
+O;_,
for each hosted customer instead of having one set of applications for all
companies accessing the software. This isn't nearly as efficient as utilizing shared servers
to provide multiple applications
for multiple companies on one sysg
tem infrastructure.

•

Your company has little or no IT infrastructure.

•

Rapid time to market is important.

•

Competitive pressure requires the use of sophisticated
applications, but cost is an issue.

•

Operations involving remote offices require concurrent access to the same data as the head office.

•�Your�business�requires�applications�with�little
customization.
If your company fits any of the above descriptions, an
ASP may be a good fit. The original ASP concept came
from the notion that centralizing a company's
applications and data within a single infrastructure located at the head office could
reduce the total cost of systems ownership.
In general, companies with remote

sales teams or branch offices are ideal-

t r

ee

ly suited to ASP outsourcing. For

small and midsize businesses that need the same
kind of operational systems
as large companies, the ASP
model represents a great option
for accessing costly applications at a
reasonable price.
But does it have to be all or nothing? Is
the only way to take advantage of the ASP model to completely turn over a business management application and
all associated hardware and software? Not at all. A business can let someone else host part of an automated
management system and keep the rest in- house. The only
exception is when tight integration necessitates keeping
entire applications together because they share essential
46
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Customization
and integration.
should
be able to customize
reportsYou
for

specific needs without impacting the use of
applications by other users. And if they're
properly configured, you should "see" your services only when they're in use. To simplify the customization and integration of applications that are part of a
hosted service, it's important that each application uses
industry- standard tools and supports industry - standard
specifications. Check into this before you sign the service level agreement.

For small and midsize businesses that
need the same kind of operational
systems as large comp anies,
the ASP model represents a great option
for accessing costly applications at a
reasonable price.
Security levels. Security is one of the utmost concerns

of companies outsourcing to an ASP. With multiple companies using the same set of applications, an ASP needs
to ensure added data security at the company, user, and
function level. This three - pronged approach prevents
anyone from seeing proprietary data and also keeps the
user interface private.
Web - enabled. Ask what an ASP means when it says an
application is Web - enabled. Do the hosted applications
support a browser interface only with the help of some
middleware product like Citrix MetaFrame, or can your
application be built from the ground up in Java, Active X,
XML, or another Internet - friendly language? This can
have a significant impact on how an application performs. Increasingly, companies are moving to Web enabled functionality designed into an application in its
initial development. While not necessary, this approach is
more efficient for hosted environments.
Scalabllity and software upgrades. One of the biggest
attractions of the ASP approach is that subscribers can add
users quickly and easily. Yet it's important to understand
the procedure for adding users and any associated costs.
Software upgrades are almost always covered in the
ASP's monthly subscription fee, but companies may not
want them right away for a variety of reasons ranging
from support considerations, retraining issues, and perhaps even compatibility factors related to other integrated
solutions.
Consider it very important to ask three questions
regarding upgrades:
• Can you keep using an older version of hosted software when upgrades are introduced?
• What would happen to your customized screens and
reports when an upgrade is installed?
• What testing procedures does the ASP perform before
any software upgrades are installed?
Portability. Find out if the applications offered by an

ASP can be brought in -house at some later date at your
company's discretion and, if so, the estimated cost of
doing so. And does the ASP have data conversion utilities
to migrate all of the company's essential data to an off the -shelf application product?

INFRASTRUCTURE
There are six key issues to consider when determining if
an ASP's infrastructure is strong. Here's a look at each.
Systems management capability. Many ASPS don't
understand the concept of systems management. Systems
management goes far beyond simple network services like
applying Windows NT security network -wide. For example, software such as neugents (intelligent software
agents) predict hardware failure by recognizing conditions that can lead to failures. Systems management solutions also provide intrusion detection and multipoint
delivery so that software changes can be efficiently
administered to all appropriate servers on the network.
They also have a provisioning capability to rapidly, completely, and securely deliver software services, IDs, and
passwords efficiently to each new user.
Firewall security and data encryption. Potential ASP
users need to know the kind of firewall security that an
ASP has and how the provider encrypts data when the
data are traveling over the Internet. The firewall protects
access to a company's data and applications in its data
center. It's the gatekeeper. Today's firewall technology,
which can be hardware -based or software- based, is very
good at incorporating fail -over procedures to ensure the
safety and integrity of each system running. Automatic
fail -over capabilities are a must in an ASP data center.
Even if someone intercepted a data file, they couldn't read
or understand it had the ASP encrypted or scrambled the
data. In gauging how much encryption you need, bear in
mind that the U.S. government limits encryption to 128 bit encryption for data files that are sent outside the U.S.
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If an ASP doesn't have a back -up site,
hosted systems and services are likely
to end u in the ocean or in
u n s a l v a g e a le sh amb l es w hen th e
"Big One" hits.
Data back -up and restore capabilities. Take the time to
confirm an ASP's data back -up procedures and the access
that your company will have to your data. Unfortunately,
many companies neglect to set up back -up systems until
they are badly burned, but a good data center takes care
of this entirely for each subscriber. The prudent ASP provides full daily back -up of company data and stores those
back -up files off -site in a bonded warehouse. Never forget
that at all times the data being processed and stored
through any hosted application is the sole property of the
subscribing company. The ASP just manages the data.
Besides back -up files, back -up power is essential for
any ASP.Many ASPS use diesel generators to provide
uninterrupted service in the event of an electrical power
failure. Verify that the ASP data center has them and that
they are clearly documented in the contract or service level agreement.
Hardware and network considerations. Make sure that
the data center's hardware is from reputable, established
manufacturers. Also, find out the network operating system and what type of redundancy is built into the ASP
network so that when hardware or even complete systems
fail, the application your company is subscribing to will
keep on running. Network operating centers should have
industry- standard operating systems like Windows 2000
or a mainstream UNIX operating system like AUX from
IBM.
Tier 1 communications. Work only with ASPs that link
their data centers to Tier 1 communications providers,
which are typically large telcos that own the lines used to
access the Internet. Tier 1 communications providers
minimize the number of connections needed —and
therein the time and cost —to get onto the Internet. As
Internet traffic increases, performance of a hosted application can be negatively impaired if bandwidth connections to the Internet aren't guaranteed.
Billing systems. Service billing can be difficult to manage when an ASP's infrastructure isn't properly managed
or its hosted software services are improperly provi48
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sioned. System performance must be monitored and
reported monthly if service is to be billed monthly. Ask
the ASP how it generates its monthly service bills.

ENVIRONMENT
To make your analysis of an ASP complete, be sure to
find out the location of the data center and data storage
facilities, physical security measures that must be taken,
and whether any peering arrangements exist with the ISP.
Location of data center and data storage facilities.
Many data centers have been constructed in California
and elsewhere near recognized earthquake fault lines,
such as the San Andreas Fault near Silicon Valley. Other
data centers are springing up where land is cheap but
physical security is weak and skilled labor hard to find.
Both situations necessitate that an ASP have its data
center systems mirrored at a second data center in
another part of the country or world where the threat of
wars, revolutions, and earthquakes or other natural disasters is highly unlikely. If an ASP doesn't have a backup site, hosted systems and services are likely to end up
in the ocean or in unsalvageable shambles when the "Big
One" hits.
Safe storage isn't the same as having a secure back -up
site. ASPS should have arrangements with a well-known
storage company for secure, off -site storage of each subscribing company's data on top - quality tape media. That,
too, should be noted in the service -level agreement.
Physical security procedures and bonded employees.
Never take security for granted. To make sure the physical
security of the data center building is sound, look for
authorized security personnel who are on -site 24 hours a
day with guard dogs, motion detectors, eight -foot concrete walls, etc. This isn't the stuff for movies; it's taking
sensible precautionary measures.
But even the best security procedures can be circumvented if the people working there aren't screened and
bonded. Your company's service -level agreement with an
ASP should stipulate that only bonded employees can

access all infrastructure housed in the data center.
Robert Lavery is vice president of E- Business Alliances
Peering agreements. Many of the fastest sites on the
at ACCPAC International, Inc., which hosts its own
ASP portal for mid - market enterprises at www.accpac
Internet, such as Yahoo, are hosted by Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) operating data centers that use peering
online.com. He oversees the ACCPAC Hosting Partner
agreements. These arrangements increase the speed at
Program, which authorizes several independent ASPS to
which information is sent from hosting servers to a subhostACCPAC's end -to -end e- business management soluscriber's browser. Under this type of agreement, ISPs cut
tions for finance, operations, customer relationship
special deals with one another to speed traffic between
management, and Web store creation and management.
them. Typically this data traffic is shared over private,
You can reach Robert at (905) 676 -6716 or
high - bandwidth fiber -optic lines, totally avoiding public
Robert.lavery @accpac. com.
exchanges.
An estimated 90% of Internet
traffic doesn't go over the Internet
at all. Instead, it travels over private networks of about 65 ISPs, all
of which have peering agreements,
You'll Feel Almost As Comfortable
according to Ellen Hancock, CEO
of Exodus Communications, who
Taking The CMA/CFM Exam As You Did
spoke at a PC Forum a few months
Studying For It.
ago. This is why it's so important
to understand who's providing the
ASP data center that your company might use as well as how your
AlreadY a'
company data would be routed.
CMAI
ASP subscribers would do well to
view CPEua get isito
^d
new
see that their data travels only
h.net
^Whours ic
for
details.
/
through reputable ISPs with a
good track record of performance
and security.
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NOTIF,BUTWHEN
Although the number of issues to
consider may appear overwhelming, don't let that impact any decision to consider hosting
applications. ASP hosting, when
well administered, can make very
good financial and operational
sense for many companies. While
it usually pays to hire an outside
consultant to assist in the decision
process, the operational decision
maker has to be directly involved
in the process to ensure the appropriate resource and operational
criteria are evaluated. For my
money, the long -term question of
whether to use an ASP is not really
if, but when. ■
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for a one -on -one, interactive power study
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In fact, only The MicroMash Way,* lets
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BY DAVID R. FORDHAM, CMA, CPA

It is scary but true.

Information technology continues to
change at a dizzying and still increasing rate. What most people don't
realize, though, is that technology behaves like most other sectors of our economy. The changes in
W

W

technology are driven by the same supply and demand factors that shape other markets. Technological change depends on research, discovery, and developments in physics and material science,

a

U

but so does everything from fast food to aircraft manufacturing. Strategic planners in those
industries seem to be doing just fine, so why are so many pessimistic about their ability to plan for

in

technology changes?
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By relying on fundamental economic principles, astute
planners can identify trends, track new developments,
and even make predictions with a fair amount of accuracy. And the ability to predict the future is what gives
organizations an edge over the competition.
You can begin by watching what economists and other
fortune - tellers do and then apply their techniques to IT.
Successful seers do three things: They (1) identify trends,
(2) track new developments, and (3) make predictions.
With the rapid changes in information processing,
storage, communication, and integration, can we really
identify any trends? Is it really possible to track all the
new developments when product announcements arrive
by the dozen every single day? And with information
overload, can we narrow things down so we can make
accurate predictions for our company?
The answers to these questions are yes, yes, and yes.

STEPONE:Identifying Trends
Okay, Bill Gates admitted he was blindsided by the phenomenal rise of the Internet. But how many other major
developments in technology appeared overnight right out
of thin air? Actually, not very many. The trick is not to
look for individual products but to identify patterns
among groups of related products. And this is where you
get to apply that supply and demand stuff you learned in
economics class.
Let's review fundamental economic theory. If demand
is high enough for something, the price people are willing
to pay goes up. Eventually, the price gets high enough
that it is worth somebody's while to invent, develop, perfect, market, and sell that something. At the high price,
other people see the money to be made, and they want a
piece of the action, so they, too,
come up with a way of meeting
the demand. As more people
become suppliers, eventually the
supply catches up with demand.
Suppliers drop the prices because
of competition, and even more
buyers can afford the product.
The masses now adopt the product, and it becomes mainstream. As long as the suppliers
were able to recoup their original investment before the
prices dropped too far, everybody wins.
Okay, so how does this apply to technology change? It's
simple. Just ask yourself, "What's in demand ?" That's all
there is to it. Nothing more. By answering this simple question, you are more than halfway home to identifying trends.

Look at it this way: If the market really needs something
(demand), some entrepreneur somewhere will try to meet
that need. This starts the cycle. If the need was properly
identified, its only a matter of time before more suppliers
get involved, and, presto, you've got an instant trend.
And identifying a need (demand) isn't all that difficult.
Just look around your company. What are some information- oriented needs in your company? Think blue sky here.
Let's start with the data -entry function in sales. Hmm.
Clerks are keying data on a keyboard — carpal tunnel syndrome, keying errors, monotony, and boredom. It sure
would be nice if voice - recognition software were good
enough to let the clerks dictate their data. The development of more reliable voice - recognition software to
replace key entry is a very real need. Enough companies
have expressed this need that developers are already
working on a reliable, robust voice - recognition capability.
Well, we've got a readily identifiable trend, one that bears
close watching.
Let's move on to the field sales reps. They all have laptop computers. Before a sales rep can use them, however,
the machines must be booted up. The batteries only last
four hours, and the sales rep must crawl around under
the client's desk to find a phone jack before he or she can
transmit the order. Further, they all have QWERTY keyboards, and not all salespeople can type. But wait! We've
already identified a trend in the rise of handheld devices.
Your company will soon be replacing the laptops with
Palms or Visors or other such PDAs. Good move, right?
Not so fast. The Palm devices today solve the first
problem (long boot -up time). But what about the other
needs? Will your Palm devices have wireless capability?
Will the sales reps have to relearn their handwriting so

Just ask yourself "What's in
demand ? "...By answering this simple
question, you are more than halfway
home t o identifyi ng tr ends.
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that the device can recognize what they write? And once
the device is connected to the Internet, will it be able to
display pictures of your product for the client? In color?
With sound?
Stop and look at the needs you've identified. You need
a palm -sized device with quick boot -up time, long battery life, an alternative to cumbersome character -by -char-

acter input (perhaps voice - recognition), quick and easy
wireless connectivity all over the territory with the ability
to handle pictures, sound, and other nontext content.
These needs are not unique to your company. In fact,
they are fairly common in today's business environment.

you can bet that, within a short while, we will see a
breakthrough, followed by a trend, of new - generation
Internet searching and tailoring tools created to meet
this growing need.
What about the need to communicate with others?
Right now, we have the telephone
(transmitting feelings, emotions,
and other rich content in addition
to words), or we have a -mails
(clipped writing that too often
results in misinterpreted motivations, intentions, or attitudes).
Let's face it, the little smiley face
emoticon just isn't as expressive as
voice. How many people have sent
e -mail that the recipient took the
wrong way? So, look for a trend
toward voice a -mails where you dictate a message to your
computer for digitizing and sending to an e-mail recipient who can play your recorded message, complete with
inflection and laughs, and then dictate a reply. Y o u can
check out a preview of the future with FaceMail, a program that delivers your e-mail spoken by an avatar at
www.lifefx.com.
For some outside help, get your personnel to make a
blue -sky wish list. Have them list everything they could
possibly want in the way of information technology.
Then, sit down and identify the common requests. Think
about which ones could make life better for employees of
other companies as well. Right there, you've got the makings of tomorrow's trends. You've got the demand in your
hand now. All that's left is for someone to become the
supply. That's the second step.

Another need is the road warrior's
limited "car"bility. Field personnel
don't have enough pockets to hold all
the Palm Pilots, cell phones, laptops,
chargers, phonecards, pagers, and
other devices they need.
But no single product today meets all these needs! Thus,
you can say with a fair amount of confidence that a technology that meets these needs will, for sure, be forthcoming. Over time, products will be introduced that meet
these needs, the prices will come down, and the devices
will become mainstream. This is, by definition, a trend,
and you were able to identify it before it happened.
If you take a little time to observe, you can identify
many needs that have become (or are in the process of
becoming) trends. The proliferation in communication
equipment has put a premium on space for equipment in
the typical office, especially small offices and home
offices. Thus, we are seeing multipurpose devices such as
printers that are also scanners, copiers, and fax machines.
The need for more desk space is another need that's producing a trend toward flat -panel displays.
Another need, which is driving a trend, is the road
warrior's limited "carry - ability." Field personnel don't
have enough pockets to hold all the Palm Pilots, cell
phones, laptops, chargers, phone cords, pagers, and other
devices they need. So we see a trend toward multipurpose
handheld devices: cellular phones with built -in calculators, address books, calendars, e-mail capability, and
Internet browsers — perhaps even spreadsheets and word
processing as voice recognition becomes more advanced.
By looking around you, you may be able to identify
needs not yet met but so pressing that it's only a matter
of time before they translate into a trend. For example,
don't you need some way of filtering Internet content,
weeding out the useful from the useless, a better way of
managing bookmarks and conducting searches through
the millions of websites? Others have this need, too. So,

STEPTWO: Track Developments
It isn't enough just to identify needs (or demands). You
need some way of identifying the supply. More specifically, you need to be able to identify which new products
will actually meet the need and which ones are flash -inthe -pan fads.
Inventors often misidentify the real need. Or they
identify the need but design a solution that creates new
problems that negate the benefits.
To tell which new developments will really catch on
and which ones are passing fads, you need to carefully
compare the new developments with the original needs.
Developments that meet a need in every way, including
convenience and ease of use, will catch on and become a
true trend. Ones that don't will either disappear or will be
Sep te mb er 20 01
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modified and converted into ones that do.
A good example of an invention that doesn't fully pass
muster is the inexpensive dedicated e-mail appliance.
These devices (smaller than a laptop) have a single function—to connect to an e-mail server and download text
e -mail messages. They do this very cheaply (less than
$100 for the device and under $10 per month for e-mail
service). But they don't really meet the entire need. For
one thing, they don't handle pictures, sound, formatted
documents, or other attachments, which are ubiquitous
in electronic communication. For another, they require a
hard -line connection to the phone system. For the people who rely on e-mail, this device will require another
iteration or two in the development lab before it
becomes a trend.
Spend some time with technology magazines, especially the new product announcement sections. Compare the
new products with your list of needs. Do you see any that
appear to meet your needs in every way? If so, consider
this the start of a trend. If not, don't even consider buying
it, at least not yet! Remember, if you've correctly defined
your need, and others have the same need, too, someone
somewhere will eventually invent the better mousetrap
for you.
So we've identified a demand and are watching closely
for the supply. But we aren't done yet.

STEPTHREE: Make Your Predictions
This is where the art comes in. By identifying coming
trends (through the identification of common needs and
tracking developments that meet those needs), you can
predict which technologies will catch on and which ones
will fall by the wayside. Well, most of the time.
Let's look at some examples. Voice recognition is a
development that meets a need. It is widely used in the
medical, legal, and public safety professions. But today's
products are only about 99% accurate. While the number
sounds impressive, it might still be too low for your use.
Also, voice recognition currently requires a powerful
computer —a 266 MHz Pentium processor with 128 MB
of RAM. Can we make a prediction about palm -sized
devices using voice - recognition instead of pen -based or
keyboard input? By tracking current developments, we
know that there are no palm -sized processors (either on
the market or even announced) with the processing power necessary for voice recognition. While the accuracy
may soon get to the 99.999% rate necessary for desktop
applications, it will be some time before we are talking to
our Palm Pilots and Visors.
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What if we assume someone discovers a breakthrough
in voice - recognition algorithms or a breakthrough in battery technology resulting in the ability to power a Pentium from a battery the size of a quarter? Even if these
were announced tomorrow, I would expect it to be a
while before the product was fully debugged. It will be
even longer before it will be common enough for the
price to drop to levels allowing mainstream adoption.
The bottom line is that, for now, I would not incorporate
handheld voice - recognition devices in my company's
two- to four -year technology plan.
Wireless Internet access is available over most of the
country. We can see the need to be able to do Web browsing while on the road, and, by tracking product developments, we know that a few products are already
addressing this need. There are some pocket -sized cellular
phones that enable limited browsing, sports -score reporting, stock tracking, and travel arranging. But the capability of these devices is extremely limited. So it's normal to
ask, will full wireless Web browsing (on cell phone
screens) become mainstream enough to include in my
company's two- to four -year technology plan?
Probably not. Why? Look at the trade -off between
pocket -sized devices and a screen large enough to see a
fully formatted Web page. More and more of today's Web
pages contain frames, dozens of pictures, fine print, buttons, and other controls. You also need a mouse or other
pointing device to navigate. A screen big enough to effectively handle a typical commercial website would be too
big to fit on PDA or cell-phone screens. One of two
things must happen either Web pages become less cluttered (don't count on it), or a folding screen has to be
invented. Of course, there are several other options like
Web - clipping (simplifying content), but the bottom line
is we need a new development to come along before I
would consider pocket -sized wireless Web browsing to
become a mainstream item worthy of inclusion in my
technology plan.
Predicting the future isn't as tough as some people
believe. By following the techniques used in other fields,
especially economics, almost anyone can do it. Everyone
can identify places where technology will make their work
easier, and, by basing your IT plan on the analysis outlined
here, you should be able to better see the future. ■
David R. Fordham, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is associate professor
in the accounting program, College of Business, James
Madison University, Harrisonbur& Va. You can reach him
at -fordhadr@imu.edu
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THESE CLEVER DESIGN TIPS
CAN SAVE YOU FROM POTENTIALLY EMBARRASSING
PRESENTATION MISTAKES.
BY MARK W . LE H M AN , C P A ,

AND CAROL M . LE HM AN

A clear purpose that meets the audience's needs, accurate and up -to -date
information, an impressive slide show that depicts a professional image, and
a well- rehearsed, confident speaker... clearly these describe the ingredients for
a dynamic electronic presentation. Then how can you explain why many confident and well - prepared speakers, fully equipped with excellent slides and
state -of -the -art equipment, fail miserably?
i

Today's effective presenters must deliver a presentation in an effortless,
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seamless manner, focusing attention on the speaker and not the technology.

W

But take a moment to recall electronic presentations you've seen. Have you
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witnessed one that, for better or worse, distracted your attention from the
r
m

speaker's message?
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Benefits of e- Commerce Strategy
At some point, almost everyone is
faced with giving a presentation,
whether to colleagues, shareholders,
potential investors, or the board of
directors. Regardless of how knowledgeable you are about your subject
matter, minor slip -ups can seriously
disrupt your line of communication
with your audience.
Computer glitches and technical
difficulties divert the audience's
attention away from your message.
Instead, everyone in the room focuses on the problem and how efficiently you can correct it. Especially
damaging are mistakes the audience
perceives to result from poor preparation or technical incompetence.
Software programs such as
Microsoft PowerPoint and Corel Presentations are electronic tools to support your presentation, not to replace
or minimize you, the speaker. Your
slide show should play the role of
"supporting cast," while you and your
powerful message rise as the "star of
the show." Incorporating certain
design strategies and knowing your
technology will enable you to deliver
your next presentation in a seamless,
virtually transparent manner.
The strategies we'll show you will
prevent you from being tripped up
by three common mistakes. We've
dubbed these klutzy, unprofessional
moves the hop, skip, and jump.

THEHOP
"Oh, I didn't mean to display that
screen yet.'
The hop occurs when you accidentally advance to the next slide
because you're unsure whether you
have reached the end of a bulleted
list. This simple mistake can unnerve
many speakers, especially those
using an unfamiliar computer or a
remote - control mouse. A few seconds can seem like an eternity as the
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• Audio clips promote sales
• Style search capability improves selection
process
• Choir profile simplifies order process
• Electronic order system reduces processing
costs
• Online catalog expands available selections

Fours1
audience focuses its attention on
your attempt to correct the problem.
The negative impact of hopping
depends on the content of the next
screen. Allowing the audience to
catch a glimpse of sensitive or unexpected information may destroy
your message.
Imagine an information technology manager presenting a list of the
benefits of e- commerce. He or she
accidentally hops to the slide that
displays the estimated cost of creating a website. Having seen the cost,
it's unlikely the audience would
devote full attention to the manager's attempt to promote the benefits
of e- commerce.
Hopping often results from a lack
of rehearsal. Normal presentation
anxiety or nervousness related to
delivering a sensitive message may
also cloud your memory. And memory may be dull when adapting a
slide show that was developed from
a previous presentation.
To prevent a hop, position a
graphic below the bulleted list, and
animate it to appear automatically
with no special effects after the final
bulleted item. Choose a simple
object, such as a small arrow or a
narrow line, that complements the

template (overall color scheme and
design of the slide show) but attracts
little, if any, attention.
In Figure 1, a narrow line under
the bulleted list appears after the last
bulleted item. Therefore, the speaker
knows the line signifies the end of
the list.

THESNIP
"We'll skip the next couple of
screens."
The skip occurs when you
advance to another slide by hurriedly skipping though one or more
slides. Skips are amplified when
skipped slides contain lengthy bulleted lists that require repeated
mouse clicks to display. With time
running short, you may need to skip
slides containing less important
information. Skips also occur if you
don't take the time to customize an
existing presentation to the current
audience.
The skip sabotages your communication effectiveness in several ways.
Given a brief glimpse at the information on the skipped slides, your audience wonders why you're not
speaking on these topics or, even
worse, why you neglected to modify
your presentation to meet their needs
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or your time allotment. You lose vital
eye contact and a strong connection
with your audience while concentrating on the tedious process of advancing through the information.
You can avoid skips by using a
nonlinear approach to the design of
your electronic presentations. By
default, presentation software
advances through the slides in a linear pattern from the first slide to the
last. In contrast, you can build flexibility into a presentation by adding
hyperlinks.
A hyperlink is simply an area on
the screen that the speaker clicks to
move automatically to another slide.
With carefully designed hyperlinks,
you can move through a presentation in a number of sequences, based
on your time requirements and the
interests and background of your
audience. In addition, you can easily
return to a specific slide to respond
to a question from the audience.
For example, consider a consultant creating a presentation to be
used as a recruiting tool. The consultant believes the firm he is promoting offers advantages to potential
recruits in six areas: family atmosphere, technology, travel, advancement opportunities, salary, and
flexible hours. In what order should
these advantages be presented? And

Yrw s: C

.a

Fen 3
will the potential recruits be interested in all six?
Figure 2 illustrates a portion of a
nonlinear presentation, which would
be an appropriate choice for this situation. The opening slide contains

er areas of interest. It's possible,
depending on the audience's interests
and time contraints, that the slides
related to one or more of the six
advantages may never be presented.
Consider the added benefits the

several creative clip art images that

firm could derive from posting this

depict the six advantages. Each image
is a hyperlink that, when clicked,
advances the presentation to a slide
or series of slides with supporting
information for that advantage.
After providing an overview of the
reasons someone would want to
work for the firm, the speaker can
elicit feedback. If the audience shows
interest in travel, the speaker clicks
the "Travel" hyperlink to advance to
a slide that displays the cities where
client offices are located. To advance
to subsequent slides related to travel,
the speaker uses typical actions for
going to the next slide (e.g., right
click, space bar).
Nonlinear presentations require
return hyperlinks on the final slide
of each group to return the speaker
to the opening slide. In our example,
the speaker clicks the arrow icon at
the bottom right corner of the last
travel slide, Figure 3, to return to the
slide in Figure 2.
After receiving more input from
the audience, the speaker clicks
another hyperlink to advance to oth-

slide show on its website. Interested
applicants could explore the benefits
of working for the firm in any order
they want by simply clicking the
appropriate icon.
Objects already on the screen can
also be used as the return hyperlink.
Rather than using the arrow icon in
Figure 3, the speaker could use the
travel icon in the upper left corner of
the slide. Using an existing object
avoids additional clutter and camouflages the hyperlink. But the arrow
icon is a direct cue that a hyperlink
exists and an intuitive symbol for a
return to a previous slide.

THEJUMP
"If you'll wait just a moment, I'll
show you this information in Excel:'
The jump occurs when you exit a
running slide show to launch another application, such as Excel or an
Internet browser. Although you may
plan ahead and open the other
applications to save time, this move
can be extremely klutzy. Why? Exiting the slide show lets the audience
Se p t e m b e r 2 0 0 1 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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view untidy work areas, such as Figure 4, which negates the seamless,
transparent operation that's your
goal as a professional presenter.
Just as it moves to another slide
within a presentation, a hyperlink
can also launch another application
(such as Excel or an Internet browser) and open a specific file or access
an Internet site. For example, the
speaker might click a hyperlink to
launch an Internet browser to access
the firm's website. To return to the
slide show still running in the background, the speaker simply minimizes the new application. The slide
show reappears in the same location
as before the hyperlink was executed.
Hyperlinking is especially useful to
access linked electronic worksheets.
The pie chart in Figure 5 was created
using data in an Excel file. While
delivering the presentation, the
speaker could click on the chart to
instantly access the worksheet (Figure 6), make a change in the supporting data, and return to the slide
show to display the updated chart.
Linking is more efficient if you
open the linked program and the file
before giving a presentation. Create
a slide, such as Figure 7, to remind
you of the applications and files that
must be opened before beginning
the presentation. Use the hide option
so the reminder can only be seen in
work area views.

Tales New Roman
1O

Incorporating these design techniques in your slide show should
prevent a potentially damaging hop,
skip, or jump. But despite all your
planning, you still may encounter an
unexpected problem that requires
you to intervene. Two simple tips are
excellent safety nets for surviving a
technology slip -up.
First, turn your slide show to a
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a
M

Figure1

♦ brief trigger statements that
prompt you to recall the next point
and any cues related to the operation
of the slide show.
You can create efficient notes
pages by using the "send" feature to
export a PowerPoint slide show to
Microsoft Word. Word automatically
formats the document in a three column table as shown in Figure 8.
If you slip up— you've decided to
skip past slides or advanced too
far —press "B" to black out the
screen, refer to your printed slides to
identify the desired slide number,
input the specific slide number using
the alphanumeric keyboard, and
press the Enter key. The slide show
moves directly to the slide you want.
Remember, using these design feature s when c r eating your e le c tr o nic

presentations will enable you to prevent distracting hops, skips, and
jumps. Your presentations will operate smoothly, avoiding the unexpected and potentially embarrassing
interruptions that distract your
audience from your message and
that may mark you as a klutzy,
unpolished speaker. Best of all, these
design features will provide you
greater flexibility in customizing
your message to meet the precise
needs of your audience. ■

Fire 8
black screen when you accidentally
"hop" too far or when an audience
member asks a question about a previous point just as you advance to a
new slide:
♦ Press the "B" key to black out
the screen.
♦ Continue to discuss your bulleted list or respond to a question,
keeping the audience's attention
directed to your explanation —not
unrelated information displayed on
the screen. This is the equivalent of
turning the overhead projector
off when you aren't projecting a

visual —a recommended technique
for professional presenters.
♦ Press "B" again when you're
ready to return to the slide show and
the new information.
Second, take the time to prepare
useful speaker's notes —notes that
will be helpful to you while you're
thinking under pressure, especially
the pressure experienced when dealing with technical difficulties.
A useful notes page includes:
♦ the slide number,
♦ a miniature version of the slide,
and

Mark W. Lehman, CPA, A.D., teaches at the School ofAccountancy at
Mississippi State University. You can
reach him by e-mail at
mlehman @cobilan.msstate.edu or by
phone at (662) 325 -1641.

Carol M. Lehman, Ed.D., also teaches
at Mississippi State University, but
in the Department ofManagement
& Information Systems. You can
reach her by e-mail at
clehman @cobilan.msstate.edu or by
phone at (662) 325 -1959.
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Yahoo Finance and The Motley Fool
With the announcement
of this year's Webby
Awards, the vitality of the
Internet as Information
Central continues despite
the problems on the
Street and in some Web
shops. For a more complete list of winners, see
Tech Forum on the next
page. A shortened menu
of the Webby and People's
Voice winners for the best
online follows.

Financial Sites
The Webby for best financial site was given to super portal Yahoo for its

customizable portfolio,
services, research, news,
world financials—even a
page (Finance Vision) for
video news and interviews.
Like the rest of Yahoo, the
financial pages offer a one stop site where you can get
most of what you need.
(finance.yahoo.com) The
People's Voice award was
presented at the same time
to The Motley Fool site at
www.fool.com. The opening page of Motley Fool is
almost as jammed and
chaotic as the floor of the
64

Exchange, but if you spend
some time clicking
through to the specific
articles, charts, and advice
you'll see why this site is a
young classic. Don't forget
the "What's Here" box on
the bottom of the first
page.

News
There are countless news
sources online today
offering any point of view
you might lean toward.
The People's Voice award
for this category was
CNN.com (www.cnn,
Qom), which offers a
steady stream of just news
in all categories flowing
through a fairly fat pipe.
The Webby was given to a
site that covers a smaller
spectrum intensively.
[Inside] online covers
media, business, and popular culture in a unique
way (www.inside.com). A
recent change at [Inside]
has created a $3.95
monthly subscription
plan for more in -depth
coverage, but you can still
scan the general news for
free.
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The Webby award winners
were only allowed five
words in their acceptance
speeches, and the representative from Nolo Self Help Law Center sort of
summed up the philosophy of their site with:
"Plain English law for all:'
And that's what you get
when you dial up
www.nolo.com. There are
a number of "law centers"
available, including: Wills
and Estate Planning,
Retirement & Elder Care,
Small Business, Employment Law, Independent
Contractors, Internet Law,
Trademarks & Copyrights,
Landlords & Tenants, Real
Estate, Taxes & Audits,
Debts & Bankruptcy, Personal Injury, even Cars &
Tickets. And the articles
are written in understandable English. Need an
Articles of Incorporation
form or Musician Release
Agreement? There are 200
legal forms available.
The People's Voice award

for government site was
not given to the FBI or
WhiteHouse.gov. It was
given to YourCongress.
com, a site that explains
its intention right up front
(on its banner): It's Your
Congress. Learn to Laugh.
Answering such questions
as, What Happens When I
Write or Call? and How a
Bill Really Becomes a Law,
the site keeps an eye on
your Congress.
www.yQurcongress.com
Politics
The thank -you speech for
the Webby winner in Politics (OpenSecrets) was
succinct: "Spy on Washington, it's fun." The site
focuses on one aspect of
politics, the one that has
been memorialized as the
key to all the information— money. They follow
the money. In their own
words, the Center for
Responsive Politics "tracks
money in politics, and its
effect on elections and
public policy. The Center
conducts computer -based
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Lose It

I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
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11 THE WEBBY AWARDS, presented annually for the
best websites, have been dubbed the Online Oscars.
Actually, the Awards organization still has enough of a
- -
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2002 D.0 Available:
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counterculture spirit to create a ceremony that parodies the Oscars. The outrageous dress of the participants is, it would seem, less an attempt to attract attention than it is to point a finger at the fashion fixations of the other Oscars. Webby winners are limited to

research on campaign

finance issues for the news
media, academics, activists,
and the public at large.
The Center's work is aimed
at creating a more educated voter, an involved
citizenry, and a more
responsive government"
You can check their charts,
and your representatives,

tries, all SO states, and 318

five -word acceptance speeches so the evening isn't a

U.S. metropolitan areas.

marathon. Some of the acceptance speeches were

You can search for com-

what you might call unusual. Heavy, the Broadband win-

parative gasoline prices

ner: "I've got on green socks." The Onion, Humor win-

nationwide by zip code —

ner: "To Advertise call Phil Meier."

current, last month, and a
year ago. You can browse
recent economic releases,
check message boards, or
even visit and join an

C,0%-0(� l
Search 1,346,966,000 web pages

• Advan..d�s..� °n
• Preh«n<.r

Academics section as student or professor. The

at www.opensecrets.org.

tools are very interesting,

Economics

too. Check out the CPI

The Dismal Scientist'O

calculator for the con-

hosts a site called

sumer price index for

Dismal.com. The name is

variable time periods. If

deceptive because it

you've forgotten some of

Goggle W eb Dlrectory
the mb organized by topic

GoDyle Groom
usenet diecusaton 7aum

Efficient Targeted Adrordable. Goode AdWortls.

Cool Jobs - Add G000le to Your Site - Advertise with Us - All About Google
4m01 a.°.l.

G o o g l e� — wh a t � t h e� W e b � c a n � b e.

doesn't even hint at the

the terms since college,

richness of content —most

there is a dictionary for

the whims ical wrapping. T he work honored at the

of it dedicated to eco-

terms and phrases that

awards in San Francisco this year reflects s ome bril-

nomic issues. There are

show up on the pages.

liant use of the new medium. W e will take a clos e look

GDP figures for 176 coun-

www.dismal.com

at one of the winners here, but you c an brows e the

But don't mis take the serious nes s of the c ontent f or

entire lis t on the next page.
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continued from p. 65

oped in a university (Stanford) that

never have come across like the Craig

parameter matches. The number of

was conceived first as a solution and

List (useful information from cities

pages searched is listed right below

then was funded as a business. It

across the country) and Plus Maga-

the Google logo. You can also do an

still looks like it operates from a

zine (great math site from Cambridge

advanced search that includes

"technology first" plan.

Boolean sorters, but you don't need

University) are on the list. Look them
over, and bookmark the ones you like.

to script in the + or —, use quotes for

Rut Carving

whole phrases, and so on. In fact,

Because they are difficult to use,

Bring Out Your Dead!

you don't even need to know what

Unfortunately, the coverage of the

The Image search function is the

most computer programs encourage
users to become rut - diggers. It takes
so much effort to get used to some-

quickest and easiest around. There is

thing new, we instinctively stick with

past winners had disappeared as

also a Web directory so you can

what we know. Navigating around the

what the current best included. There

browse in general categories.

Internet encourages the same mind -

was an almost Monty Python feel to

frame. The Webby Awards are an

some of the stories as the reporters

notice about Google is the amount of

opportunity to climb back up and look

carefully spelled out the numbers and

white space on the pages. The

around at what's new. Want to check

names, rolling the cart through the

instructions are simple, and because

out a great site for your kids, dial up

streets calling for the dot - deceased.

Boolean is just select the right field.

One of the first things you will

Webby Awards in the popular press
was as much about how many of the

it is still in private hands, the site is

Fact Monster or the National Geo-

Well, in the more informed words of

not a crammed mess of options and

graphic site. Don't know what's hap-

Douglas Englebart (Lifetime Achieve-

blinking ads. The search engine is

pening with radio and TV online, go to

ment Winner and inventor of windows

powerful and fast. Google is one of

the BBC World Service site and PBS

and the mouse), "There is more yet

those homegrown solutions devel-

Online. Unusual sites that you might

to come." ■

2001 WEBBY AWARDS
ACTIVISM
VolunteerMatch
www.volunteermatc

FASHION
Hint Fashion Magazine
www•hintmag.com

LIVING
Campaign for our Children
www.cfoc.or

SCIENCE
Plus Magazine
plus.maths.oreY

ARTS
Young -haeChang Heavy
Industries
www.vhchang.com

FILM
Requiem For a Dream
www.requiemforadream.com

MUSIC
sputnik?
www.si)utnik7.com

SERVICES
VolunteerMatch
www.volunteermatch.org

NEWS

SPIRITUALITY

BEST PRACTICES

FINANCE
Yahoo Finance
finance.yahoo.com

[Inside]

Zen

www,inside.com

www.do- not- zzz.com

PERSONALWEBSITE
Dancing Paul
www.dancinPpaul.com

SPORTS
Swell
www.swell.com

POLITICS
OpenSecrets.org
www.opensecrets.orrT

TECHNICALACHIEVEMENT
Microsoft Windows Update
windowsupdate.microsoft.com

PRINT & ZINES

TV

www ppea orr

Plastic
www.i)lastic.com

PBS Online
www.pbs.orx

HUMOR
The Onion

RADIO

WEIRD

BBC World Service
www.bbc.co.uk /worldservice

Peter Pan's Home Page
www.eixyland.org/peterpan

Google Search Engine
www.google.com
BROADBAND
Heavy
www.heavy.com
COMMERCE
Travelocity
www.travelocity.com

COMMUNITY
craiglist
www.craiglist.or>7
EDUCATION
NationalGeographic.com
www.nationaIP,eoPrai)hic.com

so

GAMES
3d Groove
www.3dgroove.com
GOVERNMENT&LAW
Nolo Self -Help Law Center
www.nolo.com
HEALTH
Planned Parenthood Golden
Gate

www.theonion.com

KIDS
Fact Monster
www.factmonster.com
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TRENDS
ALAN LEVINSOHN,

EDI'T'OR

Rx for Revenue - Recognition Woes:
Contract Management Software
> A SUREFIRE WAY TO
trip the alarms of your

guidance on recognizing,

independent auditors

ing revenue in financial

and, potentially, the

statements of public com-

presenting, and disclos-

Securities & Exchange

panies. SAB 101 spells out

Commission (SEC) is to

the criteria for revenue
recognition based on ex-

overstate revenue.

isting accounting rules

Improper revenue recognition practices

and is hinged on the

have long been the sin-

principle that revenue

gle largest source of fi-

should not be recognized

nancial reporting fraud

until it is realized, or real-

and the main reason the

izable, and earned.

SEC has forced compa-

Specifically, SAB 101 says

nies to revise and restate

transactions must meet

their financial results. Fi-

the following criteria be-

nancial accounting rules

fore revenue can be

forbid practices such as

recognized:

recording revenue up-

• There's persuasive

front for milestone pay-

evidence of an

ments that should be rec-

ar ra ngemen t.

J

payment is reasonably

Statements," in December

• Delivery has occurred

ods, booking revenue be-

assured.

1999, but revised it twice

or services have been

Z
Z

last year and extended

rendered.

Z

fore the ownership of sold

Concerned about im-

goods has cha nged

proprieties, the SEC issued

the effective date one

• The seller's price to the

hands, booking revenue

a set of guidelines under

year to the quarter end-

buyer must be fixed or

before refund amounts

Staff Accounting Bulletin

ing December 31, 2000.

determinable.

have been determined,

101 (SAB 101), "Revenue

These aren't accounting

• Collectability should be

or recording it before

Recognition in Financial

rules per se but, rather,

reasonably assured.
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element contracts, con-

centives, or warranties.

billing systems, diCarta's

enough? Well, not exact-

tingent ren t, layaway

Further, contract man-

software links the con-

ly. Many people are

sales, frequent flier miles,

agement software tracks

tract l anguage an d l an-

having difficulty comply-

ex t e nd e d p a yme n t

and translates revenues

gua ge ch anges to re v-

ing with SAB 101.

terms, and customer ac-

and expenses in terms of

enue- recognition policies,

ceptance /installation.

account ing rul es and

which avoids errors,

guidelines.

saves time, and helps fi-

Straightforward

"Interpretation of these

Enter contract man-

requirements is where
this seemingly simple de-

agement softwar e. Once

finition be-

a manual pr ocess, con-

ma n a ge m e n t s o ft wa r e

comes more
complex,"

tract management soft-

include I -many, diCarta,

ware helps au-

Vendors of contract

the wrath of regulators.
Moreover, robust con-

MyContracts. com,

tract management software from diCarta and

says Mary

tomate con-

Complient, TradeAccess,

Barth, a pro-

tract obliga-

yet2.com, Aurigin Sys-

some of the other suppli-

tions, compli-

te ms, an d We ba n go—

ers provides these addi-

Stanford University. Barth

an ce , p er for ma nce , an d

accor di ng to a Fe br u ar y

tional benefits:

says that SAB 101 creates

payments. It also ana-

2, 2001, Goldman Sachs

• A way to translate con-

industry - specific issues

lyzes or creates contracts

report titled "Time to

tract deliverables into

that, if misinterpreted,

with intricate terms and

Manage Th ose Con-

revenue elements that

can cause noncompli-

conditions that specify

tracts!" In addition, the

ma y ea ch h a ve i n d ep e n -

ance —such as multiple-

price, performance, in-

fessor of accounting at

IMA APPRECIATION OFFER

11

CMA and CFM CANDIDATES
Rigos CMA -CFM Review is now offering a
25% discount from the regular price for any
self -study course ($145 reduced to $108.75)
purchased prior to December 31, 2001. To
receive your discount, call Rigos and state you
are calling about the IMA Appreciation Offer.

report's authors —equity

dent or interrelated rev-

analysts Jamie Fried-

enue streams.

man, Steven Kahl,

• A library of standard

Thomas Berquist, and

contract terms and their

Chris Debiase —note that

related revenue- recogni-

larger softwa re compa-

tion business rules so that

nies selling enterprise re-

a comp an y can e s ta bl is h

source planning (ERP)

and enforce revenue -

tools, such as SAP, i2

recognition "best

Technologies, J.D. Ed-

practices."

wards, PeopleSoft, Siebel

• An a p p r ov a l p r oce s s

Systems, and Oracle, of-

for ma n a gi n g n on s t a n -

fer some contra ct manage men t fun cti ona lit y.

da r d con t ra ct te r ms
an d an y pot e nt i a l i m-

The contract manage-

Self -study course includes:
♦ Clear, Concise, Comprehensive Textbooks
♦ Magic Memory Outline Software Templates
♦ Question and Answer Drill Software
♦ Instructional Summary Video.

FjW
PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAMS, LTD.

Rigos CMA -CFM Review
(206) 624 -0716 or
(800) 636 -0716
www.CMAReview.com
Circle No. 20
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pa ct on r e ve n u e r e cog-

ment module from diCar-

nition for the affected

ta, for instance, is SAB

agr ee me nt (s ).

101 compliant and han-

• A process to report

dles the full range of con-

an d a n al yze con t ra ct

tract idiosyncrasies, ac-

proposal activity so in-

cording to Barth, who is

creme ntal reven ue is

a member of diCarta's

transparent.

board of directors. The
Goldman Sachs analysts

DiCarta, evidently a
savvy marketer as well,

say that instead of a per-

offers a resourceful web -

son using a spreadsheet

site, www.sab 101.org ,

and ma nu all y e nt eri ng

which, along with the

data from orde r man age-

software, can help cure

ment, shipping, and

SAB 101 headaches. ■

Neal Hannon, Editor

XBRL

XBRL Academic Competition for 2001 -2002
Dates Announced
XBRL.ORGRECENTLYANNOUNCEDTHESTARTOFTHE
Second Annual XBRL Academic Competition. Applications from student teams from around the world will be
accepted from August 15, 2001, through October 15,
2001 _ Entries must he either re-

ceived electronically or postmarked by February 1, 2002. Winners will be announced on March
15, 2002. An XBRL Academic
Competition awards banquet and
student conference is scheduled
for late April 2002 on the campus
of Bryant College.
As they did last year, XBRL.org
member organizations, including
the IMA, are sponsoring the competition. The competition is open
to students concentrating in accounting, accounting information
systems, finance, information sciences, and related fields who have
an interest in learning about
XBRL and in making contributions that could have a positive
impact on the financial profession. Student teams advised by
faculty members will have the opportunity to demonstrate their
knowledge of accounting, accounting information systems, finance, information sciences, and related fields by:
• Developing working taxonomies for a particular industry, country, or specific area of financial reporting,

• Creating software applications that use XBRL, or
• Producing original research on how XBRL fits into
the business, social, and political environment.
Last year's contest attracted over 40 entries from four
continents, culminating in an
awards ceremony at the IMA's
Annual Conference in New
Orleans. IMA President Frank
Minter presented the winning
team with plaques and a $1,500
cash award on behalf of the
XBRL.org member organizations.
For more information about
the Second Annual XBRL Academic Competition, visit www.
xbrl.org or http: / /web.bryant.
edu/xbrl, the home of the XBRL
Educational Resource Center at
Bryant College.

XBRL for General Ledger
Is Released
For at least two weeks in June,
New Orleans was the center of
the XBRL world. The Big Easy
was the site of XBRL.org's Second International Conference,
which began June 10 and drew
over 150 participants from four
continents. Major announcements included the release
of "XBRL for General Ledger" and an enhanced version
of "XBRL for Financial Statements," for public
comment.
Se p t e m b e r 2 0 0 1
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According to the XBRL.org press
release:
XBRL.org Releases "XBRL for
General Ledger" and W3C XML
Schema Version of Financial Statements Specification. The XBRL
(eXtensible Business Reporting Language) initiative "is a worldwide effort
to develop a common framework for
using XML for business reports such
as financial statements, bank loans,
credit reports, and tax filings." The
enhanced XBRL Financial Statements
"harmonizes with the new World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) XML
Schema to better align itself with initiatives of the WX and other XML
organizations and share technology
and tools."

an agreement on how to represent
accounting and after-the-fact operation information — anything that is
found in a chart of accounts, journal
entries or historical transactions,
financial and nonfinancial —and
transfer it to and from a data hub or
communicate it in a data stream.
That lets adopters of XBRL GL more
easily bridge the gap between operational, off-site, or outsourced systems
and their back office accounting and
reporting systems.
XBRL GL is chart of accounts
independent
XBRL GL is reporting independent
XBRL GL is system independent
XBRL GL is based on XML
XBRL GL permits consolidation

XBRL GL Executive
Summary Excerpt

For more information
about XBRL GL, visit
www.xbrl.orgZgl.htm.
Robin Cover's "XML
Cover Pages" is another
good resource for more
information (http: / /xml.
toverRages.org, /ni2001-06 -2
b.html).

The following is taken from the
XBRL GL executive summary, located at the XBRL.org website.
Business success requires measurement, analysis, and communication
of information found scattered
throughout an organization and from
outside sources. This business intelligence includes both traditional
accounting and operational measures
and new metrics found in recent
trade publications such as ValueReporting (The ValueReporting Revolution, Eccles, Wiley 2001). Until
now, the tools to effectively capture,
analyze, and reuse this information
have been limited, expensive, and
difficult to implement. Now, there is
XBRL GL.

XBRL Continues to Gain
Support Internationally

The Opportunity
XBRL GL is a new tool designed to
overcome the inefficiencies of disparate, nonintegrated, and outsourced
accounting and financial systems by
using the power of XML —the eXtensible Markup Language. XBRL GL is
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Two more countries, Germany and

Separate Yourself
from the crowd..
Become a CN% (Certified
Management Accountant) or CIFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

Lambers

CMA/CFM REVIEW

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www lamberscpa. com
Circle No. 22

Japan, last month announced the
formation of country -wide XBRL
organizations. XBRL.org now officially recognizes local jurisdictional
organizations in Australia, Canada,
Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, United Kingdom, and the U.S.
Additional jurisdictions expected to
formally launch in the next year
include Belgium, China, Denmark,
India, Ireland, The Netherlands,
New Zealand, Spain, and
Taiwan. XBRL interest and activities
are increasing in Brazil, France,
Italy, Malaysia, South Africa,
Switzerland, and Venezuela. Additional XBRL international activity is
highly dependent on the release of
XBRL for International Account- °Standards (IAS). The
aternational Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) is
leading the development of XBRL
for IAS. A draft
taxonomy, XBRL for
S, has just been released, and a final version
is expected by late October. ■
Neal Hannon has been writing and
giving seminars about the Internet
since 1996. He developed IMA's
Internet Essentials for Financial
Professionals, which has been
delivered 50 times throughout the
U.S. He is a member of the IMA's
Information Technology Committee. Hannon has written a book,
The Business of the Internet, as
well as numerous articles for business magazines. He joined the
XBRL.org steering committee in
July 2000 and in August was
named IMNs voting representative.
In September, he was appointed
co -chair of XBRL.org's education
committee.

Robert L. Barber, CMA, and James W. Brackner, CMA, CFM

Certification

International Interest in CMA Is Growing
in the December 1999 report. Another interesting obserManagement Accountant (CMA) candidates by college or
vation is that two of the newcomers are non -U.S. universiuniversity was in the October 2000 issue of Strategic
ties: Cairo University of Cairo, Egypt, and the University
Finance,which listed the top 20 schools producing CMA
of Jordan, Amman, Jordan. Historically, about 1.7% of
exam completers through December 1999. This report
CMAs have come from foreign universities in 41 counupdates that information
based on exam completers for
TABLE 1— Colleges a nd universities with the highest number of CMA exam
the year 2000 and cumulative
completer s: January- December 2000 compared with
completers through December
July 1997- December 1999
2000.
July
December
Table 1 compares
Decembber
er 1 9 9 9
2000
P the college a
Rank
Rank
School
and university rankings based
1
1
University of W isconsin: Madison
on the number of exam com5
2
Pennsylvania State University
pleters from July 1, 1997, to
2
3
Indiana University: Bloomington
December 31, 1999, with posi4
Wayne State University
18
tions based on completions
5
Ohio State University
from January 1, 2000, to De5
University of Northern Iowa
cember 31, 2000. (All future
5
Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
reports will be on an annual
5
University of Jordan, Amman, Jordan
basis.) Notice that there are 23
9
Brigham Young University
7
9
California State University: San Diego
universities listed because sev9
Illinois State University
en are tied for positions 17
9
Seattle University
18
through 23.
THE LAST REPORT OF SUCCESSFUL CERTIFIED

The current -year rankings
show a lot of volatility when
compared with the 1999 report. While the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, Pennsylvania State University, and
Indiana University have sustained their leading annual
CMA production, 14 colleges
or universities are listed in the
current year that didn't appear

3
9
12

9

Temple University

9

University of Maryland: College Park

9

University of Minnesota: Minneapolis -St. Paul

9

Walsh College

17

Arizona State University

17

Grand Valley State University

17

Michigan State University

17

Rutgers University

17

State University of New York: Binghamton

17

Texas A &M University

17

University of North Carolina: Chapel Hill
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records. Since the October 2000 report, about 1,300 completers whose
school wasn't recorded have updated
their records with ICMA.
There is an extremely broad participation in the CMA examination
as more than 1,100 schools are represented among the successful completers of the exam. It's interesting to
note that when the top 20 universities are plotted on a U.S.
TABLE2 — Colleges and universities with the highest number of CMA exam
map, 10 of the universities lie
completers: Inception through December 2000 compared with
December 1999 totals
within a 400 -mile radius of
Chicago. Only three universiDecember
December
ties are in the Northeast, only
1999
2000
Rank
Rank
School
two are in the Southeast, and
1
1
University of W isconsin: Madison
only five are located west of
2
2
University of Minnesota: Minneapolis -St. Paul
Iowa.
3
3
Indiana University: Bloomington
As prior reports have indi4
4
University of Texas: Austin
cated,
the ICMA files did not
6
5
Pennsylvania State University
record CMA exam com5
5
University of Illinois: Urbana
pleters' schools prior to 1992.
7
7
University of W ashington
11
8
University of Northern Iowa
Many are still unidentified. If
8
9
University of Michigan: Ann Arbor
you received your certification
10
10
Northern Illinois University
prior to 1992,please send
9
11
Michigan State University
your educational information,
12
12
Pace University
including your name, Social
17
13
University of South Carolina: Columbia
Security number, IMA mem14
14
Bentley College
ber number, and name and
California State University: San Diego
15
location of your college /uni15
16
Arizona State University
versity (to distinguish be13
16
University of North Carolina: Chapel Hill
tween schools with the same
18
Brigham Young University
name
and initials), by mail to
18
Ohio State University
ICMA, CMA/CFM Data
15
20
University of Iowa
Update, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale NJ 07645, or by
completers as of December 31, 2000,
moving ahead of the traditional
e -mail to icma @imanet.or¢. ■
with those at December 31, 1999.
leaders that aren't continuing to proThis table shows a much more stable
duce high numbers of annual comRobert L. Barber, DHA, CMA,
relationship of rankings than Table 1.
pleters. It's interesting to note that
FHFMA, is the director ofcontract perOnly three universities slipped from
three of the schools listed in Table 1
formance management for Carolinas
the 1999 top 20 list: the University of
are among the next 10 schools in the
HealthCare System, Charlotte, N.C.
Alabama, New York University, and
cumulative rankings and, with susthe University of Nebraska - Lincoln,
tained annual production, are poised
James W. Brackner, Ph.D., CMA,
which were ranked numbers 18, 19,
CFM, CPA, CFE, is the Alcoa Profesto move into the top 20 rankings.
and 20 and hadn't reflected sustained
To some extent, these changes are
sor ofAccounting at Utah State
annual production of CMA comalso related to the continuing upUniversity and has just completed
pleters. They were replaced with
dates of Institute of Certified Manhis term as the IMA Professor -innumber 15, California State UniversiResidence.
agement Accountants (ICMA)

tries, but nearly 8% of the CMA
completers in the year 2000 represented foreign universities from 19
countries. This emphasizes the reported increased interest in U.S. certifications in non -U.S. countries.
Table 2 compares the college and
university positions based on the cumulative number of CMA exam

ty-San Diego, and two schools tied
for number 18, Brigham Young University and Ohio State University.
The University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill dropped from 13 to
16, and the University of Iowa
dropped from 15 to 20.Thus, the
trend continues with those schools
sustaining high annual production

—

—

—

"4
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E- Questions /E- Answers

Karen Sanders

Selling on Consignment
Has anyone done a consignment inventory agreement with customers? Here's the preliminary plan: Offer larger retail stores that sell our product a base inventory on consignment.
They replenish stock weekly based on their sales. We bill for the replenishments due on receipt. The stores get better inventory turns and cash flow. We ask for more shelf space to
get more varieties of our product in their stores, resulting in an increase in sales, and payments on those sales would be due within a week rather than 30 to 45 days. Half the sales
department is for it. The other half is undecided. — Kathy Fewless, CMA, Bohning Co. Ltd.

I
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Reply. One of the salesmen said that [consignment]
was tried years ago and didn't work because the retailer's
floor people were instructed to push the inventory they
had money tied up in before the consigned
inventory.
Our average account receivable is
collected within 35 days. — Kathy
Fewless
',
A3. When you have con signment, you'll be collecting
much faster [than 35 days]. If you replenish every week, the stores will
probably carry no more than two
weeks' worth of inventory. You'll
)1̀
then get paid every week for the re/ plenishments. So you'll get paid for the inventory in
perhaps three weeks rather than five.
[In response to] the salesman's prior experience, I
would think that the store should push your product because it requires no investment on their part.... I would
note, however, that I don't know what type of product or
what type of retailer you are dealing with. This can make
a difference in the effectiveness of this, as well as the level
of benefit for the retailer.

r

A l . Here are some considerations:
1) Since title is yours, you will have inventory located
in multiple taxing jurisdictions. Be sure you have a plan
in place to file appropriate forms, etc.
2) You'll need a clear understanding on
who provides insurance and who pays for
shrinkage, damaged, and unsaleable product.
3) Auditors will have to verify (through
confirmation and possibly observation) the
existence of that inventory at audit time.
This may cause an expanded scope of
work and increased fees.
4) You should have some method of M
periodically verifying that the "base load" merchandise is still on hand.
Would you consider more liberal M1111111
credit terms instead? — Thom Perry, CPA, President,
CambridgeSolutions Inc.
A2. What is the reason half of the sales department is
undecided? Also, what is your normal collection time for
receivables? One reason many people don't like the idea of
consignment is that they think they're floating money to
the customer. But often collections are actually faster. —
Norman D. Henry, CAM, CFO, Leatherman Tool Group, Inc.
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JoinanIMAE-MailExchangeToday
But I would offer consignment only if consignment satisfied some of the problems the
retailer is having. Otherwise, you
are setting up a program that
has no value to the retailer. —
Norman Henry
A4. Some additional
thoughts:
1) My experience with retailers is that they'll be extremely
aggressive in negotiating price
and reducing inventories. After a
large negotiation is complete, the
next round of demands will be coming within 6 -12 months. I bring this
up because you should have a plan
or agreement that consignment is
discontinued if they reduce your
stocking space. If possible, get it in
writing so that when their purchasing management changes (and it
will, at least every two to three
years), the agreement is properly
communicated to the new person.
Have an exit strategy.
2) Make sure that your accounting and inventory planning systems
are capable of handling consignment. You may need to make some
investments.
3) Make sure that you are truly
growing sales by adding more varieties. While you are definitely helping your customer reduce inventory,
you may not be helping profits to increase because you are cannibalizing
yourself. If profit dollars do not increase, [the retailers] will reduce
your stocking space eventually.
4) Finally, if you are setting a new
standard in your industry by offering consignment, carefully evaluate
this for the long run. A couple of
market responses may include other
customers "requiring" consignment
and also competitors that combat
that by undercutting your price. —
Ken Schnarrs, CMA
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The questions and answers in this feature are real ones that

the people who work for you to
do the right thing. Is that still
The IMA offers more than 20 E -Mail Exchanges for mempossible? I'd like to think so.
bers-13 with a focus on specific industries and the rest foIt's a tough question and
cusing on other special interests such as international business, family business, and certification. As a member of an
probably best determined by
E -Mail Exchange, you can send a question or comment to
knowing your people and the
hundreds of colleagues just by posting a single message to
amount of loss you feel you'll
the group address.
incur by not having an elaboTo learn more and sign up for this free member benefit,
rate system. — Bryant L. Caldlog onto the IMA website, www.imanet.orQ, and click on Interwell, Asset Management, Toyota
est Groups Overview. Get in the loop: Your colleagues are a
tremendous online resource.
Motor Mfg, NA
A2. I'd suggest including a
way for employees to know
MOVING TO AN ELECTRONIC
when their card swipe has been acTIME CLOCK
cepted. We found it helpful to install
Our com pa n y h a s gr own so
a green and red light next to the
signi fi ca ntl y th at we've deci dclock station. Depending on whether
ed t o go t o an el ect r on i c t i m e
the card swipe was accepted or not,
either the green or red light would
cl ock r at h er t h an deal in g wit h
come on. If this sort of option isn't
in di vi dua l h a n dwr i t t en pa per
supported by the clock, see if it
ti m eca r ds. I coul d use som e
doesn't have some other type of inhel p on developi n g pr ocedicator, such as a beep. — Matt
dures, i .e., "Never clock in or
Church, Standard Cost Manager,
Southern States
out for a n yon e but your self; i f
AS. We have come up against
you have to leave ear ly and
several issues, including:
ca n 't cl ock out , you must cal l
1) Lost swipe cards. It's amazing
your super vi sor t o do i t for
what can happen to a card. We
charge a $10 replacement fee for lost
you, " an d so for th . Woul d
or damaged cards.
an yon e l i ke to sha r e h ow th ey
2) Punching in too early. Some
ha ndl e th eir t i me cl ock syspeople like to come to work a half
tems? — Terri Dyer, CMA,
hour early, have a cup of coffee, and
CPA, Accountant, Cottle &
then go to work. With the old clocks
and manual time calculation, they
Swanson, CPAs.
got used to "punching" in as soon as
they arrived instead of before beginAl. I would suggest using a turnning their shift. This makes a mess
stile gate with a matrix card reader
of the automatic time calculation. If
that interfaces the data to wherever
you can program the clock to disalyou need it. This option, which may
low this, great. If not, you can try
be costly to implement, would elimibanning people from swiping in
nate most of your procedural issues.
You could use a less costly method
more than 5 or 10 minutes before
their shift. We haven't had too much
through an Internet -type camera
success with the latter. We still have
that snaps an image for every swipe.
to review "swipes" with foremen's reFiles could be saved for X days, then
ports and adjust time paid.
written over.
Then there's the old method: trust
3) Education. This is important.
your fellow IMA members posted on IMA E -Mail Exchanges.

2001

We like to make sure employees
know how to look up whether
they've swiped, their cumulative
worked hours for the week, anything
the time clock will tell them. It saves
questions at payday.
4) Frequency of clocking out. Will
people have to clock out for lunch?
When they leave the premises?
5) Preparing for change. Don't
forget the issue that this change will
be for everyone. I would expect
some resistance and resentment.
I find our electronic time clock a
wonderful tool. We always had a
punch clock here, so that aspect was
not an issue. When we went to swipe
cards, it was difficult because the employees didn't know how to "see" their
time accumulate. After some education and a couple of payrolls with no
errors, they developed trust in the new
system. — Leslie McGregor, Corporate
Controller, Fort Orange Paper Co.

AUCTIONING PRODUCTS TO
EMPLOYEES
We occasion all y have products
th at becom e a va il abl e for our
employees to purcha se. T hese
it em s ar e very li mi ted in n um ber , and t he deman d is usual ly
high er tha n th e supply. To try
and m ake it fai r for everyon e,
we ha ve t hough t about set ti n g
up a n a uct i on en vi r on m en t on
our websit e akin t o wh at eBa y
an d ot her si tes do.
Would a nyon e h ave an yth i ng th ey coul d sh a re th a t
woul d h el p us i m pl em en t a
pr ogr a m of t h i s sor t for our
em pl oyees? — Vean R. Wood brey, III, CPIM, Cost Manager,
Harpers Manufacturing

A l . We just have a lottery of
sorts where people put their name in
a hat if they're interested. Then if
their name is pulled from the hat,
they have the opportunity to buy
whatever it is. We take the payment
out by payroll deduction. — Dave
Burkum, CMA, CFM, CPA, Crawford, Murphy & Tilly, Inc.
A2. At a previous position, we
often had small quantities of products available for sale. If we had
enough, we'd post the items on a
board in the break room with a
signup sheet and the prices listed.
They were on a first- come -firstserved basis.
If we had smaller quantities, we'd
also post a signup sheet, but then
we'd have a drawing from everyone
who signed up to see who could
purchase the item for the posted
price. — David Barnett, President,
Barnett Recruiting Solutions
A3. We held an auction in the
company. We had a variety of stuff
including filing cabinets, computers,
a shop -vac, clear plastic boxes (the
type to store knickknacks), chairs,
nonworking fax machines, etc. The
auction, which was held in our old
manufacturing area, was a big deal
and turned out very successful.
I ended up with two nonworking
fax machines, five cafeteria -type
chairs, and a case of 24 plastic boxes. The boxes ended up in my
daughter's second grade class, and
we recently got one back— decorated for Mother's Day. Total cost: $19.
— Victor Rodriguez, Cost Accountant /Financial Analyst, Lasersight
Technologies, Inc.
A4. At a former employer, we
would have a silent auction. Everything for disposal would be relocated
to a warehouse area and numbered.
Employees could browse and bid by
writing their name, item number, and

bid amount on a preprinted bidding
sheet. We could bid as often as we
chose but had no idea what others
were bidding on the same items. At
the end of the viewing period (maybe
a week), each item was sold to the
highest bidder. This raised the most
money for the company ... and gave
everyone a fair chance. I didn't like it
because I felt I paid too much for
things. I'd have preferred a live auction or a silent auction with one bid
sheet per item so we could know how
the bidding was going. These ideas
were unfortunately impractical (this
was before the Internet). — Karla
Bassler, CFO, K.F. Bassler Co., Inc.
Karen Sanders is editor /director
of IMA's Member Interest Groups.
You can reach her at
ksanders @imanet.or
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Financial Business Analyst
Multimillion- dollar public telecommunications firm has a
Controller opportunity for motivated individual. Position will
maintain the books and records in compliance with GAAP and
SEC disclosure requirements, handle SEC filings, oversee division controllers in preparing consolidated financial statements
and internal management reports, and set internal controls, policies and procedures. 3+ years of controllership experience and
computer expertise is required. Big 5 experience is preferred.
Great benefits and salary to $90K.

Senior Financial Analyst
Healthcare provider has an opportunity with growth potential
for a detail- oriented Senior Financial Analyst. Position will handle financial support of the information technology department
with annual budgets, quarterly forecasts, 3 -year strategic plans,
month -end closing, preparation of journal entries, detailed
monthly account reconciliations and variance analysis. Bachelor's
degree in accounting or finance as well as 4+ years of experience
required. Salary to $50K.

StDesign
affAccountant
firm seeks a computer -savvy Staff Accountant. Position
will make adjustments and closing entries, prepare balance sheets
and income statements, work with outside services, interface
with internal audits and analyses, maintain fixed assets database,
determine depreciation schedule for assets, maintain general
ledger and perform cash management and bank reconciliations.
Degree is required as well as 4+ years of experience. Great Plains
is a plus. Salary to $50K.

Staff Accountant
Solid national company has an exciting Staff Accountant position on an aggressive growth track available immediately.
Position reports to a Big 5 Controller and requires an energetic
individual who wants to learn and grow. Ideal profile is a 4 -year
degree in accounting or finance with at least I year of experience
in public or private. CPA, either certified or pending certification, is a plus. Public experience is not required, but a positive
"can do" attitude is a must. Salary to $60K.

Director of Retail Finance
Manufacturing company is looking for a Director of Retail
Finance and Unit Inventory. Position is responsible for all aspects
related to the retail financing of company products. Other
responsibilities include informing sales staff of finance programs,
maintaining relationships with finance sources, assisting in training, monitoring rental fleet and tracking inventory. Accounting
or finance degree and 5+ years' experience in retail financing
required. Salary to $72K.

Manufacturing company is looking for a Financial Business
Analyst to report to the Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
This is an excellent opportunity for an outgoing and energetic
person with a proven record of management. Responsibilities
include supervising a team of up to ten staff, budgeting, forecasting, gathering sales data for analysis and analyzing production
line performances. A Bachelor's degree and 3+ years' experience
are required. Great bonus potential and opportunities for
advancement. Salary to $50K.

Financial Analyst
Growing corporation is seeking a Financial Analyst /Report
Writer. Position will develop, create, generate and design reports
for senior management. Responsibilities will also include analyzing and interpreting both financial and operational results.
Qualified candidate will have a degree in accounting and very
strong PC skills working with an integrated accounting system.
Experience with Hyperion a plus. Salary to $52K.

Accounting Supervisor
Prosperous healthcare company seeks an Accounting Supervisor.
Position will be responsible for coordinating all business office
activities, monitoring the medical billing system, and overseeing
the accounts receivable and collections. Additional responsibilities include third party reimbursements and contract administration. Prior supervisory and healthcare experience required.
Salary to $45K.

Controller
A fitness company is looking for an experienced Controller
who is a self - starter and can work hands on as well as manage
people and improve processes. Position will involve interface
with sales, operations and corporate accounting and will be
directly involved with many day -to -day transactions, trouble
shooting, some analysis, and monthly P & L's. A 4 -year
accounting degree with 4+ years' experience handling all aspects
of accounting cycle /financial reporting and good computer
skills are required; restaurant industry experience preferred.
Salary $50 -60K DOQ.

StMechanical
affAccountant
/electrical contractor offers an opportunity to assume
a general ledger Staff Accountant position and take responsibility
for the month -end close process. Other responsibilities include
managing fixed assets, preparing monthly financial statements,
reconciling general ledger accounts and preparing inter - company
bills. 4 -year degree in accounting/finance with 2+ years of experience as a Staff Accountant required. Growing company offers
flexible environment and salary $40 -45K DOQ.

Senior Accountant

Staff Accountant /Analyst

One of the world's leading providers of advanced geophysical
technology seeks a Senior Accountant to work in their corporate
accounting department. Position will be involved in analysis of
budget, actual for annual /quarterly /monthly reports, P &L and
transactions within the company. Additional responsibilities
include preparing corporate division financial statements for
management and SEC forms, and special projects as needed.
Ideal candidate will have 3+ years' solid accounting experience
and an accounting degree. Oracle skills a plus. Excellent benefits
package and salary to $60K.

Tax Manager
Major law firm seeks a Tax Manager. Position involves dealing
with tax and accounting issues within the tax department, which
is expanding and looking to add someone to their group.
Depending on the qualifications of the candidate, company
would consider either someone at the staff level to handle compliance for a wide range of clients and situations or an individual
with greater experience to handle more of a research and review
role. Finally, they would consider a candidate with appropriate
experience who was looking for a reduced hours commitment in
the tax off - season. Requirements for the position include an
accounting degree with relevant experience. A CPA is desirable,
as is experience in tax return preparation, tax principles and tax
projections and spreadsheet applications. Salary $45 -90K DOQ.

Tax Manager /Financial Planner
Investment company is looking for a Tax Manager /Financial
Planner. Candidate must have experience in financial statement
reviews and compilations, personal financial planning and tax
planning compliance. Requirements include a degree in accounting or finance and a CPA. Public accounting experience would
be a plus. Salary to $90K.

Cost Accountant
Well- established and continually growing manufacturer has an
excellent opportunity for a Cost Accountant. Bachelor's degree in
accounting or finance required; prior general and cost accounting
experience from a manufacturing environment strongly desired.
Experience with standard costing methods is a plus. Benefits
package plus salary to $45K.

Distribution company is looking for a Controller to be responsible for ensuring that adequate business and financial controls are
in place and operating effectively. Position will be responsible for
hiring, training and supervising employees, and will also work
very closely with outside customers. Bachelors degree in accounting or finance required; CPA preferred. Must also possess
excellent communication skills as well as be a strong leader with
a minimum of 5 years' relevant experience. Salary to $65K.

Construction firm has a Staff Accountant/Analyst opportunity for
a bright, flexible self - starter to work in a somewhat unstructured,
dynamic environment. Company is creating a new corporate
structure, which will afford the ideal candidate the opportunity to
learn about a wide variety of duties as they grow with the company. Examples of duties might include: working with the creation
and analysis of weekly /monthly financial reports, cash flows and
analysis. Position will also assist with the preparation of the annual
budget and quarterly forecasts and the creation of ad hoc reports.
Requires accounting degree, 2+ years of experience (preferably in
public accounting), a working knowledge of Excel, and the ability
to learn quickly and work independently. Salary $45 -55K DOQ.

StaffAccoun.AaN
Rapidly growing real estate development and management company is currently seeking a Staff Accountant to join their organization. Reporting directly to the CFO, this position will be responsible for the full accounting cycle: journal entries, reconciliations,
G/L maintenance and financial statement preparation. This position will also have an opportunity to be involved in the due diligence attd analysis process for possible acquisitions. The ideal candidate will have a flexible personality to interact with the CFO
and various levels of professionals, be ambitious and growth -oriented and not afraid to contribute new ideas. Bachelor's degree in
accounting or finance is a must, along with relevant work experience in general accounting. A real estate background and experience in systems conversion is a plus. The company offers a competitive compensation package with an opportunity for growth
and a casual office environment. Salary to $55K.

Senior Accountant
Rapidly growing US subsidiary of a multi- million dollar Germanbased entertainment company seeks a Senior Accountant to assist
the CFO with the set -up and maintenance of all accounting and
finance functions. Position reports directly to the CFO and offers
growth opportunities to controllership. Primary responsibilities
include, but are not limited to, bank reconciliations, account
analyses, quarterly financial statement preparation, and processing
accounts payable and receivable. Additional responsibilities involve
assisting the CFO in choosing an automated accounting software
package and implementing changeover from QuickBooks Pro. The
ideal candidate will have 3+ years of accounting experience, degree
in accounting/finance, sound accounting knowledge, flexible personality, great attitude, ability to wear many hats and work with
little supervision, strong communication skills (both verbal and
written), and possess a strong willingness to get involved in the
business. Film accounting experience is an absolute must, knowledge of FASB's and SOP's specific to the film industry is crucial,
and experience with project costing or production accounting is a
plus. The company offers a pleasant business -casual work environment, health benefits and a bonus pool. Salary to $55K.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2001 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Halfat 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalf.com.
A Robert Half International Company
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HELP WANTED

CONTROLLER based in Cleveland,
OH, for manufacturer of Die Sets &
Components. Will plan, direct &
control financial plans, policies &
accounting practices & conduct relationships with lending institutions &
parent co. Will direct & supervise
treasury, budgeting, audit, tax,
accounting, data processing, real
estate, insurance & certain admin.
functions for co. & subsidiaries. Will
also develop & coordinate accounting & statistical data, appraise operating results in terms of costs, budgets, policies of operations, trends &
increased profit. Background will

Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 40 days
preceding month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone
orders accepted. Copy may be e- mailed to
Alice Schulman at aschulman @imanet.or¢.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the fight to
accept or reject advertisements for Strategic
Finance Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must
accompany each order. Mail to Strategic
Finance. Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645. Tel. (800) 6384427.

I Se p t em b e r

0244.

CM A /CFM REVIEW

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD
REVIEW SYSTEM.Pass Now ...in a
FLASH! Over 1,000 flashcards. FREE
information kit. Call (800) 4353769. FAX (609) 724 -0679. Visit
http: / /www.tutorialg_roup. com.
Mention this ad for $20 OFF
complete set order. CFM /CPA
Flashcards also available. The
Tutorial Group, Inc., 120 Paddock
Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.
HELP WANTED

Entergy Wholesale Operation (EPG)
has multiple openings for qualified
Financial Analysts, Management
Analysts, and Market Research
Analysts. Please send r6sum6 and

Display Rates: Please call for more
information.

STRATEGIC FINANCE

salary requirements to: Ms. Kimberly
Kasher, Entergy Wholesale Operation (EPG), Parkwood Two Building,
Suite 150, The Woodlands, TX
77380, Phone (281) 297 -3130.
EOE /M /F /D/V Principals only. You
will only be contacted if you are
considered for an interview.

CM A /CFM REVIEW

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

78

ideally offer expertise in the areas of
throughput pricing, drum- bufferrope, process flow & product line
profitability matrix.
A Master's Degree in Business
Administration, experience with US
and International GAAP and ERP
systems & a minimum of five years
of experience as a Controller,
Finance Manager & Senior Business
Operations Analyst. Demonstrated
success with return on capital also
required. Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Mon -Fri. Salary: $125,000 per
year. Send r6sum6 to P.O. Box 3024,
Middleburgh Heights, OH 44130-

2001

HELP WANTED

FINANCIALjobs.com — ON THE
INTERNET. NOTABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES! lip: / /www.
FINANCIALjobs.com. Michael
Muller, Scott Marlow Agency.

GLEIM/FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way to
PASS the CMA/CFM exams. Over
5,000 questions. Software emulates
Prometric computerized format. Per
part: books $24.95, software $44.95,
cassettes $64.95. Earn CPE while you
study. (800) 87- GLEIM.
www.gleim.com.
MICROMASH CMA /CFM REVIEW

Powerful computer -based CMA/
CFM Review builds study sessions
based on user's individual strengths
and weaknesses. Available by Part.
Software works efficiently in tandem
with included textbooks. Comes
with Pass Guarantee.
800 - 272 -PASS
www.micromash.net

HELP WAN TED

Entergy, one of America's largest
utility companies, has multiple
openings for the following occupations in multiple locations:

Log ont o w w w . s t r a t e g i c f i n a n c e m a g . c o m / g e t i n f o /
Advertiser

Web Addre ss

Association of Professionals in

www.cbmexam.com

Page N o

RS No

18

29

Business Management, Inc.

*Financial Analysts
*Management Analysts
*Market Research Analysts
For immediate consideration,
please forward your r6sum6 and
salary requirements to: Entergy
Corporation and operating subsidiaries, Attn: Ms. Lori Hendler,
HR Department, PO Box 61000,
New Orleans, LA 70161. Phone
(504) 576 -4117. EOE /M /F /DN
Principals only. You will only be
contacted if you are considered for
an interview.
CMA /CFM EXAM BOOK

Expert exam analysis, 400 practice
questions with solutions, price:
$29.95. To order call Lambers
Publications at 1- 800 - 272 -0707.
CAREERM AQ.COM

LAUNCHED IN 1994, CareerMag is
the most comprehensive career resource on the web. Post your resum6
and search over 80,000 current job
listings from hundreds of Fortune
1000 companies. Other features
include workplace and job search
articles. Call (888) 440 -5110 to post a
job or log onto www.careermag.com.

AOC

www.aocnet.com

1

5

Armstrong Laing Group

www.metify.com

C4

32

BNA Software

www.bnasoftware.com

17

9

CapitalStream

www.capitalstream.com

Cartesis

14 -15

27

www.cartesis.com

43

21

Creditek LLC

www.creditek.com

C2

11

EPS Software

www.epssoftware.com

75

18

IMA Annual Conference

www.imanet.org

55

IMA CMA /CFM

www.imanet.org

12

IMA Profile Survey

www.Imanet.org/profile

11

Lambers

www.lamberscpa.com

70

MicroMash

www.MicroMash.net

49

Northwestern Mutual

www.northwestemmutual.com

Oracle

22

2

14

www.oracle.com

C3

19

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

www.pendock.com

10

Rigos

www.CMAReview.com

68

20

Rigos

www.CMAReview.com

23

15

Robert Half

www.roberthalf.com

9

1

Robert Half Marketplace

www.roberthalf.com

76 -77

visa U.S.A. Inc.

www.visa.com
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Shadow

T

ecently, Reuters reported on a tax collector's

%

attempt to snag satellites hanging 22,300 miles
above Earth in geostationary orbit. Los Angeles
County assessor Rick Auerbach claimed that eight
Hu ghes Electronics communication satellites were
taxable as "movable property that was current ly out of state, similar to construction
equipment:'
Way out of state, George Jamison, a
Hughes vice president, pointed out.
He further explained that the
satellites are not now, never
have been, and never will
be in the state of
California.
C
o

The
State Board of
Equalization disagreed with
Auerbach in a unanimous vote,
but, displaying the cardinal virtue that

has sustained his profession over the ages
(doggedness), the tax collector was considering a court challenge.
With the principle of nexus literally up in the

air with the Internet, communications, and space
exploration, Auerbach's actions raise some interesting
questions. Is it time to look more closely at the space
shuttle's flight paths; do satellites need license
plates? And by the way, where

m 11

are the moon rocks? Do
they create a tax
liability? The
moon is, after all,
a pretty big piece

Z

W

of property

0

currently out of
Z
0

state. ■

r
J
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Oracle's Complete
EmBusiness Suite.
E- Business Suite

Multi- Vendor Kit

Oracle

Marketi n g

Epiphany

Oracle

Webstore

BroadVision

Oracle

Sales

Siebel

Oracle

Support

Clarify

Oracle

Procure ment

Ariba

Oracle

Supply Chain

i2

Oracle applications are
engineered to work together.

Multi- vendor applications
require systems integration.
Oracle

Accounting

Oracle

Human Resources

PeopleSoft

Oracle

Application Server

BEA

Oracle

Database

IBM

Systems integration costs
a lot more than software.

Think about it.

www.oracle.com

Copyright ©1001 Oracle Corporation All rights reserved Oracle is a registered trademark, and Software Powers the Internet is a trademark or registered trademark of Oracle Corporation Other names maybe. trademarks of their respect ve owners
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Call 1-800-883 - 4 1

1 1 or visit www.metify.com today for more informati

